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Current healthcare reforms advocate significantly to improve the coordination
of services around a patient-centric model, with an overarching goal to maximize
patient outcomes with lower cost, i.e. a value-based care. With most patient care
delivered through outpatient services, the need to coordinate different services and
their patient appointment scheduling decisions becomes central to successful re-
form. Currently, outpatient services are particularly fragmented with minimal co-
ordination among different providers, and the coordination is left to the patient.
This approach causes compromised patient health outcomes, an increase in missed
appointments and unacceptable access delays. Therefore, the potential impact of
coordinating outpatient services is great, in terms of improving patient outcomes
and satisfaction, optimizing providers’ utilization and reducing operational costs.
In the first study, we investigate how to coordinate the delivery of care in the
preoperative process for surgical outpatient. Based on the concept of the Periop-
erative Surgical Home proposed by the American Society of Anesthesiologists, we
vi
develop a Patient-Centered Surgical Home (PCSH) model. Using statistical analy-
sis and simulation, we demonstrate how this can be implemented and reveal the
potential benefits on cooperation of the referring clinics and integrating patient in-
formation early in the preoperative process.
The second study proposes a multi-station network model that sequentially
schedules patient appointments in a network of stations with stochastic service
times, no-show possibilities, and overbooking. We propose a myopic coordinated
policy and present evidence that the policy yields a solution that is close to opti-
mal and is computationally feasible. However, the solution is not simple enough
for practical implementation. Hence, we explore a sequence of approximations and
find one that offers a tremendous computational advantage. We also provide several
managerial insights and discuss how network structures affect complexity.
In the third study, we focuses on the cost perspective of coordination. We for-
mulate a multi-server, multi-clinic model that represents the current practice at the
PCSH and develop a coordinated scheduling method that dynamically balances the
utilizations of all services as patients are sequentially scheduled in the PCSH. We
compare our proposed policy against other policies found in the practice and the
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Annual spending on health in the United States is projected to grow 5.8% each
year between 2014 and 2024. This growth rate is 1.1 times faster than the aver-
age GDP growth rate. It was estimated to hit $3.2 trillion dollars in 2015, which
is already about 18% of the GDP (Bureau of Economic Analysis (2016); Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (2015)). Such spending is clearly unsustainable.
Given the country’s aging population, the outlook, needless to say, is troubling.
Managing this increasing demand, when accompanied by tightening budget and
resource scarcity, depends primarily on our ability to improve the efficiency and ef-
fectiveness of our care delivery. Recent healthcare reforms recognize this need and
focus on moving toward patient-centered care to improve both the efficiency and
effectiveness (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2009)) of the delivery of
care. In this dissertation, we focus on the outpatient surgical care, which is partic-
ularly fragmented in the current healthcare system. The preoperative process often
involves multiple providers (e.g., primary care physicians, surgeons, anesthesiolo-
gists, and nurses) depending on patients’ needs, but there is minimal coordination
among different providers. As a consequence, patients have to plan for and co-
ordinate their own medical trips. Therefore, the potential impact of coordinating
outpatient services is great in terms improving patient outcomes and satisfaction,
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optimizing providers’ utilization and reducing operational costs in outpatient sur-
gical care. As pointed out by Porter (2009), the overarching strategy of our health-
care reform should focus on maximizing patient outcomes at the lowest cost, i.e. a
value-based care, which is defined as health outcome over cost spending.
In the first study, we develop a Patient-Centered Surgical Home (PCSH) to im-
prove the health outcome of surgical outpatients. The PCSH is based on the concept
of the Perioperative Surgical Home proposed by the American Society of Anesthesi-
ologists. A key feature of the PCSH is to have an anesthesiology preoperative assess-
ment clinic (APC) serve as system coordinator and information integrator. Based on
a study of outpatient surgery at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San
Antonio and its primary teaching hospital using statistical analysis and simulation,
we demonstrate how this can be accomplished. Our study reveals: i) bottlenecks in
APC and its patient assessment capacity; ii) significant sources of variability, par-
ticularly in patient arrivals and patient assessment times; and iii) opportunities for
process improvement, especially with regard to information deficiencies (Lahiri and
Seidmann (2012)) and patient screening. Our analysis shows that with the proper
screening tool and modifications to the way triage is handled, it is possible to in-
crease the number of patients that the APC sees each day with a modest increase
in resources. Much of the potential benefits rest on the cooperation of the referring
clinics as well as closing the gap between the current level of patient information
and what is needed for optimizing medical decisions. Since APC-like clinics are
common in practice, our findings have great potential for widespread implementa-
tion of similar PCSH models with commensurate benefits.
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The second study proposes a methodology to coordinate multiple clinics in a
healthcare network via patient appointments scheduling. The goal is to improve
patient access to care and reduce operational costs due to system uncertainties, via
better coordination. An advantage of coordinated scheduling is the opportunity to
anticipate and accommodate referrals before the patients’ arrival. With this type of
advanced planning, it is possible to schedule multiple services on a single patient
visit, improving access to care and patient satisfaction. It also has the potential to
reduce patient no-shows associated with referral appointments, mitigating uncer-
tainty and thus reducing operational inefficiencies and costs in healthcare. Coordi-
nated appointment scheduling is very limited in literature and to our knowledge,
implementable models do not exist. As pointed out by Berg and Denton (2012),
managing healthcare as a multi-station interconnected network is an open and im-
portant problem in the OR/Healthcare Management research. In this chapter, we
fill the technological gap in accomplishing coordinated scheduling.
We formulate a stochastic network model that captures the complexity of pa-
tient no-shows, sequential scheduling necessity, service time uncertainty, and stochas-
tic patient flows within and between services. A centralized scheduler uses patient
information and preferences to make sequential appointment decisions that maxi-
mize a network objective. The objective is to balance the benefit of serving patients
against the costs involved in patient waiting time and staff overtime. We propose
a coordinated myopic policy and we show that for a range of parameters, our my-
opic approach yields solutions that are within 1% of an unachievable super-optimal
solution. In addition, for practical implementation, we create a number of approx-
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imation schemes searching for ones that yield large computational advantages at
very low approximation costs, and manage to find one such very beneficial approx-
imation.
The third study focuses on the cost perspective of the coordinated scheduling
and is motivated by the challenge facing the PCSH on how to coordinate APC and
IMC. We develop a multi-server, multi-clinic model that represent the current oper-
ations at the PCSH. We propose a joint scheduling approach to sequentially allocate
patient requests to the best appointment slots that maximizes the objective of the
PCSH. Because APC patients are of higher priority and their referral services are
guaranteed on the same day, we develop a simple heuristic to ensure timely access
of care for APC, as well as IMC patients. By comparing our proposed policy against
other policies used or considered by the PCSH, we address the pressing questions
posed by clinical practitioners: (1) How much operational inefficiencies can be re-
duced by coordination? (2) What is the opportunity cost if clinics continue with their
current scheduling policies, which do not fully support coordination? The results
in our numerical study shed light on the risk in our increasingly interdependent
healthcare system, if coordination is not properly implemented.
4
Chapter 2
A Patient-Centered Surgical Home to Improve
Outpatient Surgical Processes of Care and Outcomes
2.1. Introduction
Improving the safety and efficiency of healthcare delivery is critical as health-
care reimbursement moves to outcomes-based standards that rely on integration of
care across providers. Surgical care can be particularly fragmented. Several types
of physicians are involved in the care of these patients: surgeons, anesthesiologists,
primary care physicians, specialists, and increasingly, hospitalists. During the surgi-
cal episode itself, these physicians must coordinate with nursing and other services
such as physical therapy. Thus, the original system is vulnerable to lack of coordina-
tion, fragmentation, inefficiencies, patient information deficiencies, system conges-
tion, and delays and cancellations. These issues can in turn lead to inappropriate
utilization of services or suboptimal clinical outcomes.
In recognition of the need for better coordination of care, the American Society
of Anesthesiologists (ASA) has conceptualized the “Perioperative Surgical Home
(PSH)” (ASA (2013)). This proposal states that under a PSH, care is integrated and
coordinated among specialties, with anesthesiologists serving as system coordina-
tors and information integrators, in collaboration with general internists/hospital-
5
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outpatient surgical processes of care and outcomes. IIE Transactions on Healthcare Systems Engineering 4, 119–134.
Dongyang Wang is the main author of this paper, who contributed to the simulation model, data analysis and the results.
ists and other physicians. We have chosen to refer to the concept of a PSH as a
“Patient-Centered Surgical Home (PCSH)”) in order to emphasize the centrality of
the patient in this system of care. While this approach has conceptual appeal (Vetter
et al. (2013a); Vetter et al. (2013b)), it has not yet been widely implemented or stud-
ied because it represents a significantly different way of delivering perioperative
care.
Changing the model of care delivery for surgical patients has taken on increas-
ing urgency. The frequency and importance of outpatient (or ambulatory) surgical
care has grown significantly in recent years (Cullen et al. (2009)) due to benefits
from lower complication and infection rates, patient convenience, and lower costs
(Berg and Denton (2012)). In this chapter, we develop a PCSH model for outpatient
surgery. We redesign the preoperative processes of care to create a unified path-
way that is treated like a single episode with better provider coordination. From an
Operations Management perspective, the PCSH represents a systems approach to
delivering outpatient surgical care.
Our motivating case study centers on outpatient surgery at the University of
Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio School of Medicine faculty practice,
UT Medicine (UTM), and University Hospital, the acute care facility for University
Health System (UHS), UTM’s primary teaching affiliate. We focus on this case study
throughout the chapter because it exemplifies issues that are prevalent in the liter-
ature and in practice. Patients enter UHS outpatient surgery by visiting one of the
eighteen UTM or UHS surgical clinics. Those requiring surgery are scheduled for
outpatient surgery at UHS. In the original system, about 40% of these patients are
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referred to the Anesthesia Preoperative Clinic (APC) for an assessment prior to their
day of surgery to make sure that they are medically ready for the procedure. Pre-
sumably those with more complicated medical conditions are referred to APC; the
remaining patients undergo an assessment on the day of surgery. We conducted
a system-level analysis of outpatient surgery that revealed two important issues.
First, we found a lack of coordination between the surgery clinics and APC. Sec-
ond, this lack of coordination led to operational and potentially clinical impacts at
the time of surgery. APC has the potential to mitigate these issues by assessing all
patients prior to the day of surgery. Furthermore, it could take the lead and serve
as system coordinator and information integrator for the PCSH model, so the sys-
tem could function in a more unified fashion as suggested in the ASA (ASA (2011))
proposal, with a modest increase in resource requirements. The value of a systems
coordinator (or “integrator”) has been demonstrated in other Operations Manage-
ment literature by Parker and Anderson Jr. (2002).
Our work builds on numerous studies that show the benefits of APC-like clinics
on various activities in this system (Newman et al. (2013)). However, the endeavor
is not without challenges. In order for this approach to work, one must ensure that
APC sees the right patients with the right information. By conducting an extensive
study involving process analysis, statistical analysis, and simulation, we demon-
strate how this can be accomplished. More specifically, the study reveals: i) bottle-
necks in APC and its patient assessment capacity; ii) significant sources of variabil-
ity, particularly in patient arrivals and patient assessment times; and iii) opportu-
nities for process improvement, especially with regard to information deficiencies
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(Lahiri and Seidmann (2012)) and patient screening. Patient information deficiency
is one of the key factors in our study. Therefore, we quantify its impact on providers’
time in the APC along with two other potentially important factors: patient com-
plexity (determined by the number of comorbidities) and surgical complexity. Then
we demonstrate the potential benefits that result from mitigating information defi-
ciency through a new patient screening process coordinated and managed by APC.
The new process requires APC to assess all surgical outpatients, with a triage in
which more complex patients are seen in the clinic and the rest are interviewed over
the telephone. By improving the patient screening process and reducing informa-
tion deficiency, we show that APC’s scarce resources can be utilized more effectively.
In fact, with only a modest increase in resources, it can provide appropriate assess-
ments for all patients. For APC, this represents an average increase in demand for
those patients needing to be seen in the clinic of about 33% and an average increase
in overall demand of about 250%.
Given that APC is central to our PCSH model, most of the research questions are
related to the functioning of APC and its interactions with other parts of the system.
Specifically, we seek to address the following questions:
1. What capabilities would APC need to serve as the PCSH system coordinator
and information integrator? If all surgical patients were required to undergo
an assessment prior to the day of surgery, what additional resources would be
required to handle the increased load?
2. What is the impact of patient complexity, surgical complexity, and information
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deficiency on the functioning of APC? What is the relationship between these
factors and the additional time the staff must spend on each patient?
3. If an effective and acceptable screening tool can be developed resulting in a
correct patient triage and reduced information deficiency, what impact would
that have on the functioning of APC?
4. Can APC’s performance benefit from alternative patient scheduling rules, en-
forcing a patient arrival window around scheduled appointment times, and
staggered start times for staff?
5. What are the cost implications of moving from a standard APC to a PCSH?
The potential is great. In addition to improvements in patient care, the estimated
cost savings to UHS in better operating room (OR) utilization and decreased unnec-
essary patient testing is over one million dollars per year. Since APC-like clinics are
common in practice, our findings have great potential for widespread implementa-
tion of similar PCSH models with commensurate benefits.
The rest of the chapter is organized in the following manner. Section 3.2 pro-
vides a literature review. Section 3.3 discusses the need for a PCSH system with
descriptions of the original and new systems. In Section 3.4, we describe the APC
simulation model and validate this model on the original system. Section 3.5 con-
tains a simulation analysis of an APC-coordinated PCSH model in which we evalu-
ate the benefits of mitigating patient information deficiencies, proper patient triage,
different patient scheduling rules, and a few other factors. In Section 3.6, we provide
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a discussion on important insights from this work. We conclude with a summary
and discussion of future work in Section 3.7.
2.2. Literature Review
The PCSH model (ASA (2013)) has its roots in the Patient Centered Medical
Home (PCMH) model, a concept that originated in primary care. The main PCMH
features include “comprehensiveness, integration/coordination, relationships in-
volving sustained partnership, and new ways of organizing practice” (Stange et al.
(2010)). While the PCSH incorporates these features (i.e., the model would be patient-
centered and provide continuity of care), it is more limited in scope because outpa-
tient surgery is a more focused and time-limited episode of care than longitudinal
primary care. On the other hand, a surgical episode of care may be higher risk. The
perioperative period has great potential for complications that can have devastat-
ing clinical impact. Surgical care is technology and resource intensive, and compli-
cations can be costly. In the current reimbursement climate, surgical care provides
disproportionate revenue when compared with medical care. In the case of UTM, it
accounts for 49% of revenue. In more outcomes-based or population-health-based
payment models, ensuring efficiency and safety of high cost surgical care will be
important.
Much has been published on APC-like clinics, which are sometimes referred
to as Pre-anesthesia (or Preoperative) Assessment (or Evaluation) Clinics (see, e.g.,
Edward et al. (2008); Zonderland et al. (2009)), and their value has been firmly estab-
lished (Newman et al. 2013). Specifically, such clinics have been shown to improve
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operating room efficiency (Correll et al. (2006)), reduce unnecessary tests and con-
sultations (Tsen et al. (2002)), reduce operating room cancellations and delays and
length of hospital stay (van Klei et al. (2002); Ferschl et al. (2005)), optimize postoper-
ative outcomes (Halaszynski et al. (2004)), and increase patient satisfaction (Hepner
et al. (2004)). In each of these works, the focus is usually on one aspect of the sys-
tem. While most of our analysis focuses on improving APC, it is with the primary
objective of elevating APC’s role as systems coordinator in the PCSH.
Zonderland et al. (2009) apply queuing analysis to improve the performance of
an APC. Their study differs from ours in a number of ways. While their work pro-
vides some guidance on process improvement, they make strong assumptions (e.g.,
the system reaches steady state, the stages in the process are separable, and the pa-
tients arrive on time) for the particular queuing model they use in their analysis.
Consequently, their results are conservative, generally over-estimating clinic wait-
ing times. Further, they do not take a systems approach congruent with a PCSH
model, but rather assume that information gathering and tests for patients are com-
pletely exogenous to their mission (patients are sent off to collect this information,
get tests, etc.). Lastly, they do not link information deficiency to the clinic times.
Hence, after they develop the improved clinic configuration, they use the same as-
sessment times as in the original clinic.
Vetter et al. (2013a) provide an overview of the surgical home at the University
of Alabama at Birmingham. Their work differs from ours because it is conceptual
without significant analysis of the system. Additionally, their model is not inte-
grated and coordinated among specialties as the model we implement at our institu-
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tion. For example, Vetter et al. (2013a) focus more on the importance of staffing the
surgical home with anesthesiologists and less on the collaboration between anes-
thesiology, the surgical clinics, and other areas of medicine. Vetter et al. (2013b)
provide a conceptual framework and a set of analysis methodologies for evaluating
the effectiveness of a PSH.
Lahiri and Seidmann (2012) demonstrate the importance of timely information
collection based on an empirical and queuing analysis of a network of radiology
clinics. They argue that collecting information upstream in a process well in ad-
vance of its usage avoids information deficiencies (or “information hang-overs”)
later in the process, when it often causes prolonged delays and may lead to negative
health consequences for patients. Gibby and Schwab (1998) examine the prevalence
of missing internal and external information in an outpatient APC and quantify
its impact on provider consult times. As Dexter (1999) points out, rectifying this
type of information deficiency has the potential to decrease patient waiting times.
Using simulation, Edward et al. (2008) show that the time patients spend waiting
before consultation at an APC can be reduced by making scheduled consultation
times dependent on the health of the patient. Our work builds on these studies
by specifically quantifying the impact of information deficiency on providers’ time
(both direct consult time and follow-up) in the APC and comparing its impact to
other factors such as the patient complexity and the complexity of the surgical pro-
cedure.
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2.3. The Need For a PCSH
The PCSH is motivated by improved patient care, better utilization of the oper-
ation rooms (OR), and more appropriate tests for patients. For example, the UHS
administration estimates that lost OR time due to incomplete anesthesia preopera-
tive assessments costs UHS approximately $13,500 per month in lost revenue. Ad-
ditionally, in a recent UTM/UHS study on tests ordered for patients sent to APC, it
was found that there is potential to save up to $200 per patient if a proper screen-
ing is performed when a patient enters the system for outpatient surgery. Based on
the number of patients that APC currently sees, this represents a savings of almost
$70,000 per month.
Potential cost savings (or avoidance of lost revenues) and improved outcomes
due to anesthesia pre-operative clinic assessment are not unique to our particular
case study. Correll et al. (2006) documented the value of preoperative clinic visits
on reducing operating room delays and cancellations at Brigham and Women’s Hos-
pital in Boston, Massachusetts. This study valued lost operating room time due to
cancellation or delays at several hundreds of dollars per hour. van Klei et al. (2002)
conducted a large sample study on elective adult inpatients pre and post introduc-
tion of an anesthesia preoperative assessment clinic at University Medical Center of
Utrecht in the Netherlands. They showed a significant relative reduction in surgery
cancellations for medical reasons of 53% and cited a number of other studies that
showed relative reduction in surgical cancellations due to advanced anesthesia pre-
operative assessment ranging from 20% to 88%. In addition, van Klei et al. (2002)
also reported a significant reduction in total hospital length of stay. Ferschl et al.
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(2005) conducted a retrospective study on over 6000 surgical cases from a six month
time period at the University of Chicago Hospitals. They found a significant re-
duction in cancellation rates (at least 50%) and delay rates for patients receiving
advanced anesthesia preoperative assessment. Edward et al. (2008) conducted an
analysis on patients undergoing elective non-cardiac surgery over a six year time
period at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, Massachusetts. They found a
significant reduction in consultations when proper evidence-based protocols were
used in anesthesia preoperative clinic assessment.
2.3.1 The Original System
Figure 2.1 outlines the original system. The 40-60% referral/non-referral split to
APC is determined by the surgeons at the clinics of origin. This triage is supposed
to be guided by the underlying medical condition of the surgical patient; those with
more comorbid conditions would be referred to the APC. The ASA Physical Status
Classification System (ASA (2013)) correlates with the degree and severity of coex-
isting conditions. However, this classification is not formally assigned to a patient
until he or she is evaluated by an anesthesiologist, either in the APC or on the day of
surgery. Most patients in ASA classes 1 and 2 (i.e., patients who are in general good
health with minor medical problems) do not need an in-clinic APC consultation.
Those patients classified as ASA 3 and 4 (i.e., patients with more complex medical
problems) should be referred for an in-clinic consultation at APC.
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Figure 2.1: An overview of the original outpatient surgery system
Having two assessments of each patient’s state of health (one at the surgeon’s
clinic and one at APC or day of surgery assessment) allowed us to estimate the
proportion of ASA 3 and 4 patients not sent to APC (an incorrect decision that, if
corrected, would increase APC’s in-clinic demand) and the proportion of ASA 1 and
2 patients sent to APC (an incorrect decision that, if corrected, would reduce APC’s
in-clinic demand). It also allowed us to estimate of the difference between these two
quantities to determine what proportion of patients that APC should expect to see
in-clinic if the triage were done properly according to the ASA classification.
Figure 2.2 shows the results of how well the surgical clinics are performing this
triage in the original system. These data were collected on 370 patients over 11 days
from February through May 2013 in the outpatient surgery holding area on the day
of surgery. The data collection days were determined by the availability of person-
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nel to collect the data and to ensure that all days of the week were observed. On
data collection days, all outpatients were included in the sample. These data reveal
inadequate triage by the surgical clinics is a problem. Of the 148 APC patients, 32
(almost 22%) were classified as ASA 1 and 2. About 36% (81 out of 222) of the non-
APC patients were classified as ASA 3 and 4. If all patients were triaged to APC
based on their ASA 3 and 4 status, then, from this sample, we estimate that the APC
in-clinic consultation demand would grow by about 33% (a net increase in demand
of 49).
Figure 2.2: ASA Classification of APC and Non-APC Patients
More rigorously, this problem can be formulated as a statistical confidence in-
terval for the difference between two correlated proportions (Lloyd (1990)). It is also
referred to as “the contrast between two proportions based on individually paired
data” (Newcombe (1998)). Using Newcombe’s approach (see Appendix A.1), our
data yields an approximate 95% confidence interval of (0.078, 0.187) for the dif-
ference between the proportion of ASA 3 and 4 patients not sent to APC and the
proportion of ASA 1 and 2 patients sent to APC. Hence, with 95% confidence, the
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proportion of APC patients would increase between 0.078 and 0.187 over the pro-
portion of 0.4 in the original system (represents an increase of between 19.5% and
46.75%) if the patients were properly triaged.
As a side benefit of the misclassification of patients shown in Figure 2.2, we
were able to assess the benefit of APC on potentially preventable day of surgery de-
lays. While this has been firmly established in the literature by Ferschl et al. (2005)
in a more extensive study, we thought that it would be worthwhile to test this hy-
pothesis in our own context. Of the 370 patients, more extensive information was
collected on 149 which included whether or not these patients experienced poten-
tially preventable day of surgery delays. Table 2.1 shows results on all 79 ASA 3 and
4 patients in this data set. These are the patients that were either seen at APC or
should have been seen at APC (referred to as “non-APC”). Based on the theory of
a randomized statistical test, the likelihood of the results in Table 2.1 or something
more extreme (i.e., APC having no potentially preventable delays and Non-APC
accounting for 7 potential delays) occurring randomly is 0.0434 (see Appendix A.2
for likelihood calculations). Hence, there is strong evidence to suggest that APC is
effective at reducing potentially preventable delays on the day of surgery. Further-
more, as Ferschl et al. (2005) point out, this result is conservative because patient
assignment was not done randomly, rather “sicker patients” were assigned to APC.
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Delayed Not Delayed Total(Potentially Preventable)
APC 1 40 41
Non-APC 6 32 38
Table 2.1: Potentially preventable day of surgery delays for APC and Non-APC ASA
3 and 4 Patients
Since APC plays a key role in PCSH, we examine its workflows in more detail.
Figure 2.3 contains a patient flow process mapping of the original APC. When a pa-
tient arrives at the clinic, she checks in and registers with a clerk. A registered nurse
(RN) checks patient vitals and collects other necessary information. The provider
examination is conducted by a resident physician or nurse practitioner with faculty
oversight. Finally, the patient is discharged. Regarding resources, APC has one
clerk, an RN, two residents, a nurse practitioner, and one attending anesthesiologist
faculty member.
Figure 2.3: APC patient flow process mapping
We conducted an observational study of the APC process during a five-week
time period (June 28, 2012 to August 1, 2012) that included 356 patients. When
combined with historical data from clinic scheduling and patient check-in records,
clinic referral information, and monthly patient visits, an analysis of these data re-
vealed several things. First, providers were the limiting resource (process bottle-
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neck). More specifically, each provider spent, on average, 39 minutes with each
patient and roughly another 15-18 minutes (on average) attending to informational
issues immediately after each patient’s departure (total: 54-57 minutes). Since there
were 3 providers, the process capacity was one patient every 18-19 minutes. Patients
arrived at roughly one patient every 20 to 23 minutes. Therefore, provider utiliza-
tion was in the 80 to 95% range. As a result, the APC process was running close to
capacity, and experiencing high congestion.
Second, there was high variability in patient arrivals. We found substantial pa-
tient arrival rate variation both within and across days. Additionally, historical data
showed a 15.45% average no-show rate and significant deviation between actual
and scheduled arrival times.
We also found high variability in the amount of information that needed to be
collected by providers for patients during an APC visit. Not all patients had medical
records sent in advance, and not all patients knew sufficient details of their medi-
cal history to inform an anesthesia assessment. This had significant impact on the
provider assessment time and the duration of the clinic visit. Because wait times
can be a source of patient dissatisfaction (Hepner et al. (2004)), the long clinic visit
times we observed were of concern to APC.
Each patient observed in the five-week study was rated by the faculty anesthe-
siologist on amount of information deficiency (low, medium, or high). A low rated
patient required only straightforward updating of his/her electronic medical record
(EMR). If, in addition, a patient required information from an external source (e.g.,
primary care provider or specialist) that required one phone call and some EMR
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searching, then this patient was considered medium. A high rated patient needed
information from multiple external sources requiring more than one phone call and
extensive searching of EMR databases. Figure 2.4 provides a summary of these re-
sults along with the impact of information deficiency on average provider assess-
ment time for patients. Fifty-nine percent of APC patients have medium or high
information deficiency. Average provider assessment time nearly doubled from low
to high information deficiency. This is an example of the so-called “information
hangover” discussed by Lahiri and Seidmann (2012).
Figure 2.4: Patient segmentation by information deficiency and its impact on
provider assessment time
In the five-week study, the faculty anesthesiologist also rated each patient on
surgical and patient complexity. Surgical complexity was assessed as low, medium,
or high based on the complexity of the surgical procedure (as described in Eagle
et al. (2002)). Additionally, patient complexity was assessed as low (patient in rela-
tively good health), medium, or high (patient in relatively poor health). This assess-
ment was guided by the ASA Physical Status Classification System (ASA (2013)). In
Sections 2.4 and 2.5, we will show that these factors also impact provider times.
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Combined, all these issues posed a major challenge for APC and the implemen-
tation of the PCSH model. We addressed this challenge by redefining APC’s role as
system coordinator and then simulating to determine how it could fulfill this role.
2.3.2 The New System
Figure 2.5 shows a diagram of the new system in which APC acts as the system-
wide coordinator of the PCSH by assessing all patients needing surgery using either
a clinic visit for the more complicated patients (ASA 3 and 4) or a telephone screen-
ing for the healthier patients (ASA 1 and 2). Figure 2.6 illustrates key features of
the APC-coordinated PCSH model. It relies on a screening tool that is completed
by each patient and an RN who navigates each patient’s case through the entire
process. Patients sign a release of information consent for the APC to obtain the
necessary medical records from providers outside the UTM / UHS system. Using
the results from the screening tool, the RN navigator determines whether a patient
needs to make an APC visit appointment or can be screened over the telephone
prior to surgery. The decision is based upon the patient’s medical history. The RN
navigator confirms that appropriate tests are ordered and initiates retrieval of infor-
mation for each patient. These steps are done in advance by the RN to increase the
percentage of low information deficiency patients seen in-clinic at APC. Telephone
screening is conducted by the RN navigator, saving clinic provider time for those
patients that really need to be seen in APC. The RN navigator completes the docu-
mentation in each patient’s record, ensuring that the patient is ready for surgery.
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Figure 2.5: An overview of the new outpatient surgery system
	
Figure 2.6: Key features of an APC-coordinated PCSH model
Transitioning the APC into its role as system coordinator required the develop-
ment of a screening tool. Additionally, it required redeploying the RN from check-
ing vitals to the navigator role depicted in Figure 2.6. APC replaced the RN at the
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check vitals step with two Medical Technicians (MTs), which was more economical
than hiring another RN. Two MTs were hired to have extra personnel available to
perform additional tasks such as conducting electrocardiograms and to ensure that
the check vitals step did not become a bottleneck.
2.4. The APC Simulation
Using the observational and historical data along with the process mapping
information described in Section 2.3.1, we constructed a process simulation of the
original APC system using the Arena simulation software (Kelton et al. (2010)). A
preliminary version of this model appears in Morrice et al. (2013). We chose not to
use queuing theory in our analysis like Zonderland et al. (2009) because patients
arriving on time and steady state analysis did not hold (even approximately) in
APC. Additionally, simulation allowed us the flexibility to explicitly model patient
complexity, surgical complexity, and information deficiency for provider times.
2.4.1 The Simulation Model
Figure 2.7 contains a screen capture of the simulation model of the APC pro-
cess depicted in Figure 2.3. Patient arrival times were assigned as deviations off
scheduled appointment times. Different types of patients were generated based on
information deficiency, patient complexity, and surgical complexity. Wrap-up is the
time providers spend gathering information entering data into the EMR after the
patient is discharged. The provider assessment and wrap-up process steps in the
simulation account for faculty approval. The simulation also models the staffing
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and scheduling requirements for the resources (details not shown in the diagram).
Figure 2.7: Arena simulation model of APC
Input models for patient arrivals and processing times in the simulation were
estimated from the observational and historical data using the Arena Input Ana-
lyzer (Arena (2013)), EasyFit (EasyFit (2013)), StatTools (Palisade (2013)) and STATA
(STATA (2013)). Table 2.2 provides a summary of these models. Provider assessment
and wrap-up times are represented as functions of the information deficiency in the
simulation model, which is to be expected based on Figure 2.4. Provider assessment
time was also found to be a function of the surgical and patient complexity.
# of Patients Per Day Arrival 
Process 





Johnson SU (deviation 
off scheduled times) 
Lognormal Erlang + Triangular Regression (function of 
surgical and patient 
complexity, and information 
deficiency) 
Regression (function of 
information deficiency) 
 
Table 2.2: Models for patient arrivals and processing times in the APC simulation
We found that patient registration at the clinic followed a Lognormal distribu-
tion. We used a Discrete Empirical distribution for the number of patients per day
because no parametric distribution was found to provide a good fit to the data.
An Erlang distribution was used for nurse assessment. However, after the fact, we
found “gaps” in the data in which the nurse was summoned to perform other duties.
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These gaps were mostly explained by requests for the nurse to conduct electrocar-
diogram (EKG) tests on the patients. Since there was only one nurse we were able
to glean some of these times from the data and model them using a Triangular dis-
tribution. We will describe the models used for the other three processes in more
detail.
2.4.1.1 Model for Patient Arrivals
To model arrivals, we used the deviation time between arrival and scheduled
times. The Johnson SU performed the best among 36 candidate distributions in
terms of Kolmogorov Smirnov, Anderson Darling and Chi-squared tests. We be-
lieve Johnson SU is appropriate for patient arrivals for two reasons: (1) it allows for
heavier tails which correspond to extreme deviation values due to logistical chal-
lenges faced by the patient population (e.g., inner city transportation issues); and
(2) it accommodates for a high peak at zero since many patients arrive punctually.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the fit of the Johnson SU distribution using histogram/density
function and P-P plots. Incidentally, our findings are in line with Alexopoulos et al.
(2008); Rohleder et al. (2011). Similar to these studies, we report on the superior-
ity of the Johnson SU distribution over the Normal distribution for APC arrivals in
Morrice et al. (2013).
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Fig. 8. Arrival deviation fit in Johnson SU distribution.
quite common in other studies (e.g., Cayirli et al., 2006 and
Rohleder et al., 2011).
4.1.3. Model for provider wrap-up times
In summer 2012 five-week observational study of APC, we
did not initially collect data on the time taken by providers
for additional information gathering and EMR data entry
after the patient is discharged (provider wrap-up). Conse-
quently, we did not capture all the time a provider spent
on each case and our simulation queuing statistics did not
match the observed data (the simulation queue lengths were
much shorter than what was being observed in the real sys-
tem). Once we realized this, we conducted a focused ob-
servational study on provider wrap-up times and collected
107 observations on eight days in December 2012 through
February 2013. The eight days were selected based on the
availability of an observer to collect data, the convenience
of the clinic, and to ensure that all days of the week were
observed. Wrap-up times were regressed on S, P and I.
From backward regression, only IH and IM remained in
the model (see equation 2). The Adjusted R2 for this model
is 0.3053. Again, the coefficients highlight the impact of
information deficiency.
Wrap − upTime = 11.46 + 10.67IH + 5.13IM + ε (2)
Based on the chi-square and Lilliefors test, the residu-
als in the regression model in equation (2) did not satisfy
the normality assumption. Instead, a Beta distribution was
found to fit the residuals using the Arena Input Analyzer.
4.1.4. Additional comments on provider assessment and
wrap-up times
We did test the effect of different providers on both as-
sessment and wrap-up times and it was found to be not
significant on either of these times. This is likely to due to
the fact that providers’ (residents and nurse practitioner)
work has to be reviewed by the attending faculty member
who governs the pace of the providers. We could not fully
assess the impact of variance in faculty wrap-up time be-
cause one faculty member provides the wrap-up care for
the majority of the patients.
4.2. Model validation
Table 3 contains a comparison of the observed processing
times from the summer 2012 five-week observational study
and the statistics generated by the simulation. The simula-
tion was run for 600 days (over two years of clinic time).
Since the number of patient arrivals varied from one day to
the next, 600 was chosen to ensure enough days were simu-
lated even for the lowest probability number of patients per
day. The results indicated that for most of the processes,
the simulation produced results that were not statistically
distinguishable from the observed data. The one statistic
of concern was the time for extra nurse duties. These data
had to be crudely approximated from gaps in the data so
this was not entirely surprising. We did not launch a sep-
arate study to get more data on the RN because the nurse
was not the bottleneck in the system, and she was replaced
by the MTs in the new system. Details of the MT input
distributions are provided in the next section.
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Figure 2.8: Arrival deviation fit in Johnson SU distribution
2.4.1.2 Model for Provider Assessment
For provider assessment time, we r gressed the atural log of provider a sess-
ment ti e dummy variables associated with surgical complexity (S), patient
complexity (P) and information eficiency (I) using backward regression analysis.
The regression model with an adjusted R2 = 0.4044 is given in Equation (2.1). The
“low” dummies (with s bscript “L”) were left out of the regression. The subscripts
“M” and “H” refer to the medium and high dummy variables, respectively. All
variables, except for SH (p-value = 0.245), were statistically significant at the 5%
level. The variable IH has the largest coefficient in the regression model. It shows
that high information deficiency plays a greater role in longer provider assessment
times than high surgical complexity and poor physical health. We elected to leave
SH in the regression model because it made practical and theoretical sense to do
so. Also including this variable provided a slight improvement in the Adjusted R2
level. It is important to note that we did try including first-order interaction terms,
but the few that were found to be statistically signific nt in the model were collinear
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with the main effects and therefore not worth retaining.
Ln(Provider Assessment Time) = 3.06 + 0.37PH + 0.25PM + 0.1SH + 0.11SM
+0.56IH + 0.21IM + e (2.1)
We ran several diagnostic tests on the residuals. Neither the chi-square test nor
the Lilliefors test rejected normality. No significant deviations from the assumption
of statistical independence were detected by the autocorrelations and runs tests.
Finally, a residuals versus fitted plot showed no evidence of non-linearity or het-
eroscedasticity. It is important to note that the residuals of the regression are log-
normal. Lognormal service times have been found to be quite common in other
studies (Cayirli et al. (2006); Rohleder et al. (2011)).
2.4.1.3 Model for Provider Wrap-up Times
In the summer 2012 five-week observational study of APC, we did not initially
collect data on the time taken by providers for additional information gathering and
EMR data entry after the patient is discharged (provider wrap-up). Consequently,
we did not capture all the time a provider spent on each case and our simulation
queuing statistics did not match the observed data (the simulation queue lengths
were much shorter than what was being observed in the real system). Once we re-
alized this, we conducted a focused observational study on provider wrap-up times
and collected 107 observations on eight days in December 2012 through February
2013. The eight days were selected based on the availability of an observer to col-
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lect data, the convenience of the clinic, and to ensure that all days of the week were
observed. Wrap-up times were regressed on S, P and I. From backward regression,
onlyIH and IM remained in the model (see Equation (2.2)). The Adjusted R2 for this
model is 0.3053. Again, the coefficients highlight the impact of information defi-
ciency.
Wrap   up Time = 11.46 + 10.67IH + 5.13IM + e (2.2)
Based on the chi-square and Lilliefors test, the residuals in the regression model
in Equation (2.2) did not satisfy the normality assumption. Instead, a Beta distribu-
tion was found to fit the residuals using the Arena Input Analyzer.
2.4.1.4 Additional Comments on Provider Assessment and Wrap-up Times
We did test the effect of different providers on both assessment and wrap-up
times and it was found to be not significant on either of these times. This is likely
to due to the fact that providers’ (residents and nurse practitioner) work has to be
reviewed by the attending faculty member who governs the pace of the providers.
We could not fully assess the impact of variance in faculty wrap-up time because
one faculty member provides the wrap-up care for the majority of the patients.
2.4.2 Model Validation
Table 2.3 contains a comparison of the observed processing times from the sum-
mer 2012 five-week observational study and the statistics generated by the simu-
lation. The simulation was run for 600 days (over two years of clinic time). Since
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the number of patient arrivals varied from one day to the next, 600 was chosen to
ensure enough days were simulated even for the lowest probability number of pa-
tients per day. The results indicated that for most of the processes, the simulation
produced results that were not statistically distinguishable from the observed data.
The one statistic of concern was the time for extra nurse duties. These data had to
be crudely approximated from gaps in the data so this was not entirely surprising.
We did not launch a separate study to get more data on the RN because the nurse
was not the bottleneck in the system, and she was replaced by the MTs in the new
system. Details of the MT input distributions are provided in the next section.
Observation Simulation
Process Mean Mean 96% CI Half-width
Number of Pateints per Day 15.85 15.79 0.22
Registration 8.71 8.60 0.14
Nurse Queuing Time 20.67 21.39 0.64
Nurse Assessment Time 12.42 12.35 0.09
Time for Exra Nurse Duties 5.57 2.7 0.01
Provider Queuing Time 15.85 16.61 0.94
Provider Assessment Time 38.42 38.22 0.37
Provider Wrap-up Time 15.16 15.71 0.17
Patient Waiting Time in System 96.98 97.17 1.31
Table 2.3: Simulation validation statistics
2.5. Simulation Analysis for the APC-coordinated PCSH Model
Using the simulation, we designed an experiment of the new system described
in Section 2.3.2. Since the MTs replaced the nurse at the check vitals step in the APC
process in the new system, we conducted an observational study of the MTs perfor-
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mance in APC from April 19 to June 19, 2013. This yielded 467 medical technician
assessment times to which we fit a gamma distribution with a mean of approxi-
mately 18 minutes using Arena Input Analyzer. Additionally, we were able to esti-
mate that 9% of patients required an EKG and the time taken for an EKG was found
to follow a triangular distribution with mean close to eight minutes. We updated
the simulation model in Figure 2.7 to reflect these changes and the resultant model
was used in the following simulation experiments.
To simplify the experimental design, we simulated only heavy patient load days
on which there were zero no-shows. This was satisfactory for our analysis because
UHS administrators require APC to have the capabilities to handle such days. To
determine a heavy patient load, we used results from the observational study de-
picted in Figure 2.2. From this, we estimated that, on average, about 53% of the
UHS outpatient surgery patients were ASA 3 or 4 and would need to be seen in the
clinic at APC. From historical records of the daily number of cases at UHS outpa-
tient surgery from 07/25/2011 to 03/15/2013, we determined that 25 patients/day
represented the 99th percentile of the number of patients needed to be seen by APC
in the clinic (i.e., ASA 3 and 4 patients) on any given day.
As a second simplification of the experimental design, we split the analysis into
two phases. In the first phase, we considered the main factors to be information
deficiency and patient complexity. Note: we did not consider surgical complexity,
because it had less impact than the other two factors (see Equations (2.1) and (2.2))
on provider assessment and wrap-up times. Additionally, surgical complexity was
not expected to change. As a result, there was no plan to use this factor in the re-
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design of the system. The design points of interest from the first phase were carried
to the second phase where we considered them in conjunction with three other fac-
tors that could potentially improve performance of the system: patient scheduling,
the patient arrival window around scheduled appointment times, and MT starting
times.
2.5.1 Phase One Experiments
For patient complexity, we considered two levels in the experiment design: level
one (denoted by PL_PM_PH) is the baseline case of 21% PH, 60% PM, and 19% PL pa-
tients from the summer 2012 five-week observational study; and level two (PM_PH)
where PL drops out, and APC sees only medium and high complexity cases in the
same relative proportions (i.e., 25.9% PH, 74.1% PM). The latter case represents the
APC-coordinated PCSH model where the screening tool and the RN navigator are
perfectly effective and APC sees all the most complicated cases in clinic, as it should.
We did not consider any other cases because there is no reason to believe that the
APC-coordinated PCSH model would result in more low complexity patients. Fur-
thermore, the objective of this study was to assess if APC could handle the increased
complexity patient load.
Regarding information deficiency, we considered three levels: level one (IL_IM_IH)
which is the baseline case from the summer 2012 five-week observational study
(41% IL, 38% IM, 21% IH – see Figure 2.3); level two (IL_IM) where the APC-coordinated
PCSH model is effective at eliminating all high information deficiencies, but the low
and medium information deficiencies remain in the same relative proportions (i.e.,
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51.9% IL, 48.1% IM); and level three (IL) where the APC-coordinated PCSH model is
effective at eliminating all high and medium information deficiencies and only low
information deficiency patients show up in the APC clinic. Again, we did not con-
sider any other cases because we had no reason to believe that the APC-coordinated
PCSH model would result in higher information deficiencies.
Table 2.4 provides a summary of the simulation results for the six scenarios.
The results were based on 600 simulated days with 25 patients per day. For all
scenarios, clinic staff started at 7:00 am. In addition, the first patients were scheduled
at 7:30 am, although they could enter any time after 7:00 am. This was designed
to mimic reality where patients often show up early at the beginning of the day.
The same appointment schedule was used for all six scenarios. More details on
appointment schedules will be discussed in the second phase of the experimental
design. Note: i) 95% refers to the 95th percentile of the distribution, ii) HW refers
to a 95% confidence interval half-width estimated by Arena, and iii) Clinic Session
Length is the length of time the clinic is open each day after 7:00 am. The other
statistics are self-explanatory.
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Table 4. Comparison of six scenarios for information deficiency and patient complexity
Scenario (Information Deficiency Level, Patient complexity Level)
(IL IM IH, PL PM PH) (IL IM IH, PM PH) (IL IM, PL PM PH) (IL IM, PM PH) (IL, PL PM PH) (IL, PM PH)
Statistics (times
are in minutes) Mean (95%) HW Mean (95%) HW Mean (95%) HW Mean (95%) HW Mean (95%) HW Mean (95%) HW
Patient Total Time
in Clinic
86.17 (144.07) <1.20 89.29 (148.06) <1.17 71.72 (113.47) <0.63 75.06 (119.19) <0.72 64.19 (98.73) <0.46 65.91 (101.86) <0.47
Clinic Session
Length











80.87% NA 82.31% NA 74.38% NA 76.27% NA 66.21% NA 68.12% NA




38.07 <0.29 39.65 <0.27 33.78 <0.22 35.44 <0.23 30.39 <0.19 31.82 <0.19
Provider Wrap Up
Time
15.73 <0.13 15.58 <0.12 13.97 <0.12 13.87 <0.11 11.51 <0.11 11.28 <0.11
Queuing Time for
MT
1.77 <0.09 1.64 <0.09 1.82 <0.09 1.76 <0.09 1.89 <0.10 1.68 <0.09
Queuing Time for
Provider
19.68 <0.97 21.49 <0.95 9.48 <0.45 11.30 <0.53 5.23 <0.28 5.82 <0.31
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Table 2.4: Comparison of six scenarios for information deficiency and patient com-
plexity
Patient total time in clinic was the primary statistic of interest to the clinic per-
sonnel and hospital administration. With the changes, their target for this measure
was a 60 minute average. The results in Table 2.4 indicate that lowering information
deficiency, whether moderately or substantially, yields significantly lower total pa-
tient times which should improve patient satisfaction, an important component of a
patient-centered model. The reduction is attributable to lower provider assessment
and wrap-up times along with the attendant reduction in provider queuing time.
While none of the scenarios achieved the desired target of 60 minutes, the scenar-
ios with low patient information came within five to six minutes, even with more
complex patients.
We conducted a more thorough analysis of the impact of information deficiency
and patient complexity on total patient time using regression. To satisfy the stan-
dard regression assumptions of normality, homoscadasticity, linearity and indepen-
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dence, we:
1. Used non-overlapping random number streams in Arena to ensure that the
runs at each design point and across design points were statistically indepen-
dent.
2. Formed batches of 30 replications, yielding 20 batch means at each design
point to approximate normality (Law and Kelton (2010), Chapter 9).
3. Conducted weighted least squares since the residuals across design points
were found to exhibit heteroscadasticity. The weights were estimated from
the standard error of the batch means at each design point (Judge et al. (1988)).
The regression results for total patient time regressed on levels of information de-
ficiency and patient complexity shown in Table 2.5 were generated by StatTools
(Palisade (2013)). We confirmed normality (chi-square and Lilliefor’s tests), ho-
moscedasticity and linearity (visual inspection of the residual versus fitted plot),
and statistical independence (autocorrelation test and runs test for randomness).
The regression results confirm the high impact of lower information deficiency on
the total patient time. They also demonstrate that better triage resulting in more
complex patients in clinic will increase total patient time. What is most surprising
about the results in Table 2.5 is the significant interaction term. It indicates that if
APC can achieve low information deficiency and the proper triage of patients, a re-
inforcing improvement on total patient time occurs. One possible explanation for
this reinforcing effect is improved consistency of provider times resulting from bet-
ter information and a better triage. While in absolute terms the interaction effect
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seems small, it offsets almost half of the increase resulting from seeing more com-
plex patients in the clinic. Incidentally, the interaction term of IL_IM ⇥ PM_PH was
not statistically significant (and hence, not included in the model). This further un-
derscores the importance of getting the best patient information possible prior to a
clinic visit.
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Table 5. Total patient time regressed on levels of information
deficiency and patient complexity
Model
Adjusted-R2 = 0.9940
Regression Model Term Coefficient P-value
Constant 86.25 < 0.0001
Dummy (IL IM) −14.49 < 0.0001
Dummy (IL) −22.14 < 0.0001
Dummy (PM PH) 3.25 < 0.0001
Interaction (IL × PM PH) −1.36 0.0274
regression assumptions of normality, homoscadasticity,
linearity and independence, we:
i. Used non-overlapping random number streams in
Arena to ensure that the runs at each design point and
across design points were statistically independent.
ii. Formed batches of 30 replications, yielding 20 batch
means at each design point to approximate normality
(Law and Kelton, 2000, Chapter 9).
iii. Conducted weighted least squares since the residuals
across design points were found to exhibit heteroscadas-
ticity. The weights were estimated from the standard
error of the batch means at each design point (Judge
et al., 1988, p. 362).
The regression results for total patient time regressed
on levels of information deficiency and patient complexity
shown in Table 5 were generated by StatTools (Palisade,
2013). We confirmed normality (chi-square and Lilliefor’s
tests), homoscedasticity and linearity (visual inspection of
the residual versus fitted plot), and statistical independence
(autocorrelation test and runs test for randomness). The
regression results confirm the high impact of lower in-
formation deficiency on the total patient time. They also
demonstrate that better triage resulting in more complex
patients in clinic will increase total patient time. What is
most surprising about the results in Table 5 is the significant
interaction term. It indicates that if APC can achieve low
information deficiency and the proper triage of patients, a
reinforcing improvement on total patient time occurs. One
possible explanation for this reinforcing effect is improved
consistency of provider times resulting from better infor-
mation and a better triage. While in absolute terms the
interaction effect seems small, it offsets almost half of the
increase resulting from seeing more complex patients in the
clinic. Incidentally, the interaction term of IL IM × PM PH
was not statistically significant (and hence, not included in
the model). This further underscores the importance of get-
ting the best patient information possible prior to a clinic
visit.
Two other measures in Table 4 were of secondary inter-
est to clinic management: clinic session length and provider
utilization. Since both showed improvement with lower in-
formation deficiency that more than offset any degradation
associated with seeing more complex patients in the clinic
(see Figure 4), clinic management were satisfied with these
results.
5.2. Phase two experiments
In this second phase of experiments, we looked for ways
to improve the desired designs for the APC-coordinated
PCSH model: the design that is effective at eliminating
all high information deficiencies and does a proper triage
(IL IM, PM PH,), and the design that is effective at elimi-
nating all high and medium information deficiencies and
does a proper triage (IL, PM PH). We bring the first design
forward, rather than the second only, to gain some under-
standing of system performance if APC is not completely
effective at eliminating all high and medium information
deficiencies. As in the first phase, results for all scenarios
are based on 600 simulated days with 25 patients per day,
Table 6. Patient schedules for current APC policy and several policies from the literature
Policy
Current Time 7:30 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:30 13:00 13:30 14:00 14:30
# of patients 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
IBFI Time 7:30 Every 15 minutes till 11:30 13:00 Every 15 minutes till
14:00
# of patients 3 1 patient per session 2 1 patient per session
4BEG Time 7:30 Every 15 minutes till 11:00 13:00 Every 15 minutes till
14:00
# of patients 4 1 patient per session 3 1 patient per session
2BFI Time 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:30 13:00 13:30 14:00
# of patients 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1
DOME Time 7:30 7:40 7:50 8:05 8:45 9:10 9:40 10:05 1-:30 10:50 11:05
# of patients 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Time 11:20 11:25 13:00 13:10 13:20 13:35 13:55 14:15 14:40











































Table 2.5: Total pati nt time regressed o levels of inf rmation deficiency and pa-
tient complexity
Two other measu e in Table 2.4 ere of secondary interest to clinic manage-
ment: clini session l ngth and provider utilizati n. Since both showed improve-
ment with lower information d fici ncy that more than offset any degradation as-
sociated with seeing more complex patients in the clinic (see Figure 2.4), clinic man-
agement were satisfied with these results.
2.5.2 Pha e Two Experiments
In this second phase of experiments, we looked for ways to improve the desired
designs for the APC-coordinated PCSH model: the design that is effective at elim-
inating all high information deficiencies and does a proper triage (IL_IM, PM_PH),
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and the design that is effective at eliminating all high and medium information de-
ficiencies and does a proper triage (IL, PM_PH). We bring the first design forward,
rather than the second only, to gain some understanding of system performance if
APC is not completely effective at eliminating all high and medium information de-
ficiencies. As in the first phase, results for all scenarios are based on 600 simulated
days with 25 patients per day, and clinic staff report for duty at 7:00 am, unless
stated otherwise.
Table 2.6 contains the current patient schedule used by APC along with the pa-
tients’ schedules generated by several policies considered by Cayirli et al. (2006)
and Millhiser et al. (2012) including an individual-block/fixed-interval (IBFI) rule,
a variant of Bailey’s Rule (Bailey (1952)) with 4 patients starting at the beginning of
the day (one more than the number of providers) (4BEG), a two-block/fixed inter-
val (2BFI) rule, and an individual-block/variable interval rule that results in “dome-
shaped” appointment intervals (DOME). Table 7 contains the simulation results for
different scheduling policies on scenario (IL_IM, PM_PH). Notice that IBFI, 4BEG,
and 2BFI perform worse on patient total time in clinic but better on clinic session
length. While the DOME policy is on the borderline of being statistically better than
the current policy on patient total time, the former is definitely statistically inferior
to the latter on clinic session length. Given that 2BFI was better on patient total time
and at least as good on clinic session length as IBFI and 4BEG, and DOME showed
some potential to be better than the current policy on patient total time for Scenario
(IL_IM, PM_PH), we applied 2BFI and DOME to (IL, PM_PH) scenario. Table 2.8 con-
tains these results. On the primary performance measure, patient total time in clinic,
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it appears nothing would be gained by switching from the current patient schedul-
ing policy to one of these other policies. However, if clinic management were willing
to make a trade-off between patient total time and clinic session length, then 2BFI
should be given serious consideration.
Policy  
Time 7:30 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:30 13:00 13:30 14:00 14:30 Current 
# of 
patients 
4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
Time 7:30 Every 15 minutes till 11:30 13:00 Every 15 minutes till 14:00 IBFI 
 # of 
patients 
3 1 patient per session 2 1 patient per session 
Time 7:30 Every 15 minutes till 11:00 13:00 Every 15 minutes till 14:00 4BEG 
# of 
patients 
4 1 patient per session 3 1 patient per session 
Time 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:30 13:00 13:30 14:00 2BFI 
# of 
patients 
3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 
Time 7:30 7:40 7:50 8:05 8:45 9:10 9:40 10:05 1-:30 10:50 11:05 
# of 
patients 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 




1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1   
 
Table 2.6: Patient schedules for current APC policy and several policies from the
literature










































76.27% NA 80.28% NA 79.14% NA 80.10% NA 74.58% NA 
 
Table 2.7: Simulation results from different scheduling policies on scenario (IL_IM,
PM_PH)
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Table 7. Simulation results for different scheduling policies on scenario (IL IM, PM PH)
Policies
Current IBFI 4BEG 2BFI DOME





















76.27% NA 80.28% NA 79.14% NA 80.10% NA 74.58% NA
and clinic staff report for duty at 7:00 am, unless stated
otherwise.
Table 6 contains the current patient schedule used by
APC along with the patients’ schedules generated by sev-
eral policies considered by Cayirli et al. (2006) and Millhiser
et al. (2012) including an individual-block/fixed-interval
(IBFI) rule, a variant of Bailey’s Rule (Bailey 1952) with
four patients starting at the beginning of the day (one more
than the number of providers) (4BEG), a two-block/fixed
interval (2BFI) rule, and an individual-block/variable in-
terval rule that results in “dome-shaped” appointment in-
tervals (DOME). Table 7 contains the simulation results for
different scheduling policies on scenario (IL IM, PM PH).
Notice that IBFI, 4BEG, and 2BFI perform worse on pa-
tient total time in clinic but better on clinic session length.
While the DOME policy is on the borderline of being statis-
tically better than the current policy on patient total time,
the former is definitely statistically inferior to the latter on
clinic session length. Given that 2BFI was better on patient
total time and at least as good on clinic session length as
IBFI and 4BEG, and DOME showed some potential to
be better than the current policy on patient total time for
Scenario (IL IM, PM PH), we applied 2BFI and DOME to
(IL, PM PH) scenario. Table 8 contains these results. On the
primary performance measure, patient total time in clinic,
it appears nothing would be gained by switching from the
current patient scheduling policy to one of these other poli-
cies. However, if clinic management were willing to make
a trade-off between patient total time and clinic session
length, then 2BFI should be given serious consideration.
Table 9 contains results from assuming a 30-minute pa-
tient arrival window around scheduled appointment times.
This was constructed in the simulation by simply trun-
cating the Johnson distribution representing deviation off
a patient’s scheduled time depicted in Figure 8. While
the results suggest that such an arrival window might be
beneficial, they are not statistically significant. Hence, these
results provide no compelling reason to pursue such a pol-
icy which can be challenging to enforce in practice. This is
particularly important for the APC, since many of its pa-
tients are from an under-served inner city population in San
Antonio who must rely on public transportation schedules
that may not synchronize well with the clinic schedule.
The last scenario we considered was offsetting the start-
ing times of the two MTs by 30 minutes, having one start
at 7:00 am and the other start at 7:30 am. The potential
advantage of this policy is having an MT available later
in the day to service late arriving patients (Table 10). The
MT overtime measures the percentage of simulation runs
in which we found an MT would be retained past an eight
hour shift to process a patient. By having one MT start 30
minutes later than the other, we estimated that the prob-
ability of having MT overtime decreased by almost 5% in
both the (IL IM, PM PH) and (IL, PM PH) scenarios. Since
this strategy did not yield statistically worse results than
the current policy of having both MTs start at 7:00 am
Table 8. Simulation results for different scheduling policies on scenario (IL, PM PH)
Patient Scheduling Policies
Current 2BFI DOME
Statistics Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw
Patient Total Time in
Clinic
65.91 (101.86) <0.47 69.20 (106.90) <0.59 66.04 (101.00) <0.40
Clinic Session Length 528.42 (572.58) 2.08 499.73 (549.57) <2.34 540.92 (597.93) <2.42











































Table 2.8: Simulation results for different scheduling policies on scenario (IL,
PM_PH)
Table 2.9 contains results from assuming a 30-minute patient arrival window
around scheduled appointment times. This was constructed in the simulation by
simply truncating the Johnson distribution representing deviation off a patient’s
scheduled time depicted in Figure 2.8. While the results suggest that such an ar-
rival window might be beneficial, they are not statistically significant. Hence, these
results provide no compelling reason to pursue such a policy which can be challeng-
ing to enforce in practice. This is particularly important for the APC, since many of
its patients are from an under-served inner city population in San Antonio who
must rely on public transportation schedules that may not synchronize well with
the clinic schedule.132 Morrice et al.
Table 9. Simulation results assuming a 30-minute patient arrival window around scheduled appointment times
Policies for Scenario (IL IM, PM PH) Policies for Scenario (IL, PM PH)
Current 30-min Cut-off Current 30-min Cut-off



















76.27% NA 76.65% NA 68.12% NA 68.61% NA
on the other performance measures, our simulation results
indicate that this is a strategy worth pursuing.
6. Discussion and insights
We have shown a way to implement the ASA vision of a
PSH that will enable significant improvements in patient
care, OR room utilization, and diagnostic testing. It is im-
portant to note that the addition of two MTs increased the
APC clinic budget by about $50,000 per year. Given the
potential benefits for OR utilization and patient testing,
this represents about a 20-fold return on investment.
When combined with patient complexity and surgical
complexity, information deficiency poses great challenges
to the realization of the PCSH, both in terms of optimal
clinical management of the patient and logistical operation
of the APC. However, with better coordination, staffing,
and the use of a screening tool to assess patient history and
potential information needs prior to the time of the visit,
we have shown that APC is well-positioned to serve as the
coordinator and information integrator of the PCSH.
In addition to mitigating information deficiency, the
APC-coordinated PCSH must be designed to properly
triage patients. We approached this issue by utilizing an RN
who is able to follow a clinical protocol to assign patients
to either a clinic or phone visit. The redeployment of the
RN and introduction of the MTs enables better utilization
of all staff, allowing the RN to make clinical assessments,
allowing the MTs to obtain vitals and more basic informa-
tion, and allowing the physicians and nurse practitioner to
spend a greater proportion of time seeing patients. This is
both more efficient and cost-effective. Moreover, using sim-
ulation we have shown that proper triage coupled with low
information deficiency results in reinforcing improvements
on patient times in the clinic.
Additional analysis comparing the current scheduling
policy with rules proposed in the literature revealed that
on the primary performance measure of patient total time
in clinic, nothing would be gained by switching from the
current policy. However, if clinic management were willing
to make a trade-off between patient total time and clinic
session length, then 2BFI should be given serious consid-
eration.
Using a simulation approach to develop the PCSH model
in the APC also allowed for more efficient implementation.
Rather than making process decisions and staffing changes
through trial and error, we were able to make more in-
formed decisions regarding what processes of care to pur-
sue. This prevented inefficiencies both in terms of avoiding
pursuing ineffective models and of implementing the ac-
tual processes – inefficiencies that could have real cost in
Table 10. Simulation results when one MT starts at 7:00 am and the other starts at 7:30 am
Policies for Scenario (IL IM, PM PH) Policies for Scenario (IL, PM PH)
Current MT Offset Current MT Offset
Statistics Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage
MT Overtime 5.33% 0.00% 4.50% 0.83%
Statistics Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw
Patient Total Time in
Clinic
75.06 (119.19) <0.72 74.33 (117.13) <0.67 65.91 (101.86) <0.47 65.05 (97.18) <0.41
Clinic Session
Length
539.78 (584.21) <2.33 537.07 (572.38) <1.60 528.42 (572.58) <2.08 525.21 (556.75) <1.44











































Table 2.9: Simulation results a suming a 30-minute patient arrival window around
scheduled appointment times
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The last scenario we considered was offsetting the starting times of the two MTs
by 30 minutes, having one start at 7:00 am and the other start at 7:30 am. The po-
tential advantage of this policy is having an MT available later in the day to service
late arriving patients (Table 2.10). The MT overtime measures the percentage of sim-
ulation runs in which we found an MT would be retained past an eight hour shift
to process a patient. By having one MT start 30 minutes later than the other, we
estimated that the probability of having MT overtime decreased by almost 5% in
both the (IL_IM, PM_PH) and (IL, PM_PH) scenarios. Since this strategy did not yield
statistically worse results than the current policy of having both MTs start at 7:00
am on the other performance measures, our simulation results indicate that this is a
strategy worth pursuing.
132 Morrice et al.
Table 9. Simulation results assuming a 30-minute patient arrival window around scheduled appointment times
Policies for Scenario (IL IM, PM PH) Policies for Scenario (IL, PM PH)
Current 30-min Cut-off Current 30-min Cut-off



















76.27% NA 76.65% NA 68.12% NA 68.61% NA
on the other performance measures, our simulation results
indicate that this is a strategy worth pursuing.
6. Discussion and insights
We have shown a way to implement the ASA vision of a
PSH that will enable significant improvements in patient
care, OR room utilization, and diagnostic testing. It is im-
portant to note that the addition of two MTs increased the
APC clinic budget by about $50,000 per year. Given the
potential benefits for OR utilization and patient testing,
this represents about a 20-fold return on investment.
When combined with patient complexity and surgical
complexity, information deficiency poses great challenges
to the realization of the PCSH, both in terms of optimal
clinical management of the patient and logistical operation
of the APC. However, with better coordination, staffing,
and the use of a screening tool to assess patient history and
potential information needs prior to the time of the visit,
we have shown that APC is well-positioned to serve as the
coordinator and information integrator of the PCSH.
In addition to mitigating information deficiency, the
APC-coordinated PCSH must be designed to properly
triage patients. We approached this issue by utilizing an RN
who is able to follow a clinical protocol to assign patients
to either a clinic or phone visit. The redeployment of the
RN and introduction of the MTs enables better utilization
of all staff, allowing the RN to make clinical assessments,
allowing the MTs to obtain vitals and more basic informa-
tion, and allowing the physicians and nurse practitioner to
spend a greater proportion of time seeing patients. This is
both more efficient and cost-effective. Moreover, using sim-
ulation we have shown that proper triage coupled with low
information deficiency results in reinforcing improvements
on patient times in the clinic.
Additional analysis comparing the current scheduling
policy with rules proposed in the literature revealed that
on the primary performance measure of patient total time
in clinic, nothing would be gained by switching from the
current policy. However, if clinic management were willing
to make a trade-off between patient total time and clinic
session length, then 2BFI should be given serious consid-
eration.
Using a simulation approach to develop the PCSH model
in the APC also allowed for more efficient implementation.
Rather than making process decisions and staffing changes
through trial and error, we were able to make more in-
formed decisions regarding what processes of care to pur-
sue. This prevented inefficiencies both in terms of avoiding
pursuing ineffective models and of implementing the ac-
tual processes – inefficiencies that could have real cost in
Table 10. Simulation results when one MT starts at 7:00 am and the other starts at 7:30 am
Policies for Scenario (IL IM, PM PH) Policies for Scenario (IL, PM PH)
Current MT Offset Current MT Offset
Statistics Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage
MT Overtime 5.33% 0.00% 4.50% 0.83%
Statistics Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw Mean (95%) Hw
Patient Total Time in
Clinic
75.06 (119.19) <0.72 74.33 (117.13) <0.67 65.91 (101.86) <0.47 65.05 (97.18) <0.41
Clinic Session
Length
539.78 (584.21) <2.33 537.07 (572.38) <1.60 528.42 (572.58) <2.08 525.21 (556.75) <1.44











































Table 2.10: Simulation results when one MT starts at 7:00 am and the other starts at
7:30 am
2.6. Discussion and Insights
We have shown a way to implement the ASA vision of a PSH that will enable
significant improvements in patient care, OR room utilization, and diagnostic test-
ing. It is important to note that the addition of two MTs increased the APC clinic
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budget by about $50,000 per year. Given the potential benefits for OR utilization
and patient testing, this represents about a 20-fold return on investment.
When combined with patient complexity and surgical complexity, information
deficiency poses great challenges to the realization of the PCSH, both in terms of
optimal clinical management of the patient and logistical operation of the APC.
However, with better coordination, staffing, and the use of a screening tool to as-
sess patient history and potential information needs prior to the time of the visit, we
have shown that APC is well-positioned to serve as the coordinator and information
integrator of the PCSH.
In addition to mitigating information deficiency, the APC-coordinated PCSH
must be designed to properly triage patients. We approached this issue by utilizing
an RN who is able to follow a clinical protocol to assign patients to either a clinic
or phone visit. The redeployment of the RN and introduction of the MTs enables
better utilization of all staff, allowing the RN to make clinical assessments, allowing
the MTs to obtain vitals and more basic information, and allowing the physicians
and nurse practitioner to spend a greater proportion of time seeing patients. This is
both more efficient and cost-effective. Moreover, using simulation we have shown
that proper triage coupled with low information deficiency results in reinforcing
improvements on patient times in the clinic.
Additional analysis comparing the current scheduling policy with rules pro-
posed in the literature revealed that on the primary performance measure of patient
total time in clinic, nothing would be gained by switching from the current policy.
However, if clinic management were willing to make a trade-off between patient to-
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tal time and clinic session length, then 2BFI should be given serious consideration.
Using a simulation approach to develop the PCSH model in the APC also al-
lowed for more efficient implementation. Rather than making process decisions
and staffing changes through trial and error, we were able to make more informed
decisions regarding what processes of care to pursue. This prevented inefficiencies
both in terms of avoiding pursuing ineffective models and of implementing the ac-
tual processes – inefficiencies that could have real cost in terms of clinic staff and
patient care. When these results were presented to top UHS hospital management,
APC was given approval to implement the model in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The neces-
sary adjustments were made to the clinic staff to implement this process and pilot
the screening tool.
According to the ASA, the PSH model will provide an opportunity to utilize a
bundled pay model rather than the traditional fee-for-service. The thought is that
quality and efficiency will be improved and cost will go down. Cost savings will
result from fewer mistakes and accidents, better care, standardized testing (elimi-
nating duplication of services), reduced cancellations and delays on day of surgery,
less variation in overall care (including standardization of materials, implants, med-
ications, etc.), and reduced hospital readmissions. In summary, the model should
improve patient outcome per dollar expended.
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2.7. Summary and Conclusions
In this study, we have provided a PCSH model for outpatient surgery. The
key to establishing a PCSH was the insight that APC could serve as system coordi-
nator. Without such coordination, we have shown that a large number of patients
with significant medical conditions were not referred for pre-anesthesia assessment.
Furthermore, we evaluated the combined impact of information deficiency, patient
complexity, and the surgical procedure complexity on providers’ time in the APC.
Based on these insights, we demonstrated that the APC could serve as PCSH system
coordinator and handle the expected increase in demand with modest increases in
resources. Since APC-like clinics are common in practice, our findings have great
potential for widespread implementation of the PCSH model and significant bene-
fits in terms of improved patient care and cost savings.
As part of ongoing research, we are doing a longitudinal study of various out-
come measures as the PCSH is implemented. Preliminary data indicates that the
number of APC monthly patients is increasing (in-clinic and telephone combined).
In addition, the screening and triage is working, and the information quality is im-
proving which has allowed APC to handle the increase in census as our simulation
model predicted.
In future work, the PCSH model will be expanded further to include close coor-
dination between anesthesiology and internal medicine. This collaboration would
enable more effective optimization of patients’ chronic medical conditions preoper-
atively, a safer intraoperative course, and improved postoperative care. Plans are in
the works to move APC to a new facility that will house both anesthesiology and
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internal medicine services, further strengthening the concept of a PCSH at UHS.
Again, we will use a simulation model to forecast capacity and staffing levels in the
expanded system.
Another area for future work involves improved patient scheduling. We intend
to explore ways of scheduling patients in a coordinated fashion across multiple ser-
vices providing another enhancement to the PCSH model. Finally, assessing the
impact of other staffing models on the PCSH model could be an additional area of
investigation.
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Chapter 3
Coordinated Patient Scheduling for a Multi-station
Healthcare Network
3.1. Introduction
Annual spending on health in the United States is projected to grow 5.8% each
year between 2014 and 2024. This growth rate is 1.1 times faster than the average
GDP growth rate. It was estimated to hit $3.2 trillion dollars in 2015, which is al-
ready about 18% of the GDP (Bureau of Economic Analysis (2016); Centers for Medi-
care and Medicaid Services (2015)). Such spending is clearly unsustainable. Given
the country’s aging population, the outlook, needless to say, is troubling. Manag-
ing this increasing demand, when accompanied by tightening budget and resource
scarcity, depends primarily on our ability to improve the efficiency and effective-
ness of our care delivery. Recent healthcare reforms recognize this need and focus
on moving toward patient-centered care to improve both efficiency and effective-
ness (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2009)). All patient-centric mod-
els that have emerged advocate coordinating decisions among different services and
providers, from resource planning to appointment scheduling.
Outpatient services account for more than four-fifths of patient care in the United
States (Zeng et al. (2009)), and most patients access these services via appointment
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scheduling. Hence, the need for efficient scheduling methods that coordinate mul-
tiple services to provide integrated episodes of patient care is abundantly clear.
However, coordination of various outpatient services is difficult, both practically
and technologically. Practically, challenges arise in modifying and training current
providers that have traditionally operated as independent decision makers, manag-
ing their own schedules. Independent appointments for each service, separated on
different dates, are currently the norm for patients. Even the coordination between
various services within a hospital presents a challenge. Coordination between hos-
pitals, then, is even more daunting. Technologically, we do not yet have the math-
ematical models, computational tools, and software implementations to allow such
coordinated scheduling.
In a survey by Merritt Hawkins and Associates (2009), access delay for outpa-
tient services ranges from weeks to months. Long delay in accessing services not
only compromises the outcome of care but also leads to discontinuous care. Discon-
tinuity in care leads to more expensive settings, like emergency rooms, where pa-
tients end up drawing more on the already strained resources. Another consequence
of long-delayed access is the decrease in patient attendance rates, often referred to
as patient no-shows. To compensate for patient no-shows and reduce provider idle-
ness, services overbook their schedules (Chen and Robinson (2014)). Currently, as
each service manages its own schedule, patients are left with the sequencing and
the coordination of their various services over several weeks or months. This in-
dependence significantly amplifies no-shows because of cascading effects. Lack of
coordination, among other inefficiencies, plays a central role in creating this down-
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ward spiral: Service providers respond to increasing no-shows by overbooking clin-
ics, which increases the cascading effect, as patients respond to long waits by higher
chance of no-shows.
Such a spiral played a central role in the scandal at the Veteran Health Adminis-
tration in 2014 that shocked the country. The VA was accused of systemic scheduling
inefficiencies. A 2014 VA Inspector General’s report (VA Report (2014)) concluded
that deficiencies in scheduling was one of the leading causes of access delay that in
some cases were more than 115 days. The report called for better scheduling policies
that coordinate different services in the delivery of care. Another 2012 VA Inspector
General’s report (VA Report (2012)) emphasized coordination among the primary
care doctor, nurse station and other staff in caring for patients as a way to improve
efficiency.
An advantage of coordinated scheduling is the opportunity to anticipate and
accommodate referrals before the patients’ arrival. With this type of advanced plan-
ning, it is possible to schedule multiple services on a single patient visit, improving
access to care and patient satisfaction. It also has the potential to reduce patient
no-shows associated with referral appointments, mitigating uncertainty and thus
reducing operational inefficiencies and costs in healthcare. Even healthcare reim-
bursement schemes are undergoing reform, moving from fee-for-service to bundled
pricing for a single integrated episode of care that includes multiple services (Cen-
ters for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2009)). Coordinated scheduling works
quite well with organizational changes that centralize appointment booking, en-
abled by improved health IT systems (Gupta and Denton (2008)).
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In this chapter, we focus on filling the technological gap in accomplishing co-
ordinated scheduling. Coordinated appointment scheduling is very limited in lit-
erature and to our knowledge, implementable models do not exist. As pointed out
by Berg and Denton (2012), managing healthcare as a multi-station interconnected
network is an open and important problem in the OR/Healthcare Management re-
search. Our focus is on formulating a model and a computational methodology
that can strike a balance between computational time and stylization. We formulate
a stochastic network model that captures the complexity of patient no-shows, se-
quential scheduling necessity, service time uncertainty, and stochastic patient flows
within and between services. Because stations in the network model represent ser-
vices or clinics, we use these three terms interchangeably. A centralized scheduler
uses patient information and preferences to make sequential appointment decisions
that maximize a network objective. The objective is to balance the benefit of serving
patients against the costs involved in patient waiting time and staff overtime.
Central to our methodology is the myopic scheduling approach. The myopic
approach schedules each appointment request as if it is the last request received be-
fore the appointment day. The primary reason for adopting this approach is compu-
tational complexity. A dynamic programming formulation that relaxes the myopic
policy is possible. However, the computational complexity due to the dimension-
ality of the state space, the types of decisions and the number of uncertainties, if
at all possible, would result in astronomical computational times. Even if this task
were achievable, any non-myopic methodology would require the specification of
patient arrival processes and would yield a solution that is very sensitive to this
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hard-to-calibrate arrival process. Moreover, unlike in the myopic case, a dynamic
program requires a model for the slot preferences of future arriving patients. This is
almost impossible to estimate with any available data, making the entire machinery
futile. In general, a myopic decision would be close to optimal when nearing the
end of the time horizon. However, in our situation, the myopic is also reasonable at
initial stages as well, only because a very sparse schedule is forgiving to varying pa-
tient placements. In fact, we substantiate this argument by computing performance
bounds and demonstrate that, for a range of parameters, the difference between
our myopic approach and an unachievable super-optimal approach is within one
percent.
In addition to the model formulation and the solution methodology, the chapter
makes several other contributions. The most important among them is a sequence of
approximation schemes. Even the myopic approach that has been proposed is time-
consuming to compute and not reasonable to keep a patient waiting on the phone.
Hence, for practical implementation using a reasonable desktop, faster methods are
needed. We create a number of approximation schemes searching for ones that yield
large computational advantages at very low approximation costs, and manage to
find one such very beneficial approximation. The chapter also discusses and pro-
vides insights into the following: (1) how the complexity depends on the network
structure; (2) how and why the different approximation schemes behave the way
they do; and (3) the dependence of the network performance on various model pa-
rameters. For numerical illustrations and performance demonstrations, we use a
simple but common network that captures all the necessary elements and manage-
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rial insights we want to convey. For the sake of clearer insights and chapter length,
we have refrained from an exhaustive set of computational examples on more com-
plex networks, although the methodology and all approximations are readily appli-
cable.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.2 provides a brief
review of the literature. In Section 3.3, we formulate the network model that cap-
tures the dynamics of patient flow within and between stations in the network. In
Section 3.4, we derive the joint probability distributions for patient flow dynam-
ics, which sheds light on the relation between problem complexity and network
structure. Leveraging the analysis in Section 3.4, Section 3.5 lays out the myopic
approach to solving the scheduling problem. We also discusses various important
implementation aspects. Approximation schemes designed to overcome the com-
putational challenges are discussed in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 aggregates the com-
putational studies that illustrate the scheduling algorithm, discusses the quality-
efficiency trade-off among different approximation schemes, provides the optimal-
ity gaps and discusses other insights. We make our concluding remarks in Section
3.8.
3.2. Related Literature
Literature on healthcare scheduling predominantly studies single-station envi-
ronments. In this section, we begin by providing an objective and concise overview
of the literature on single-station scheduling. We group and discuss papers based
on their modeling choices and assumptions. Cayirli and Veral (2003), Gupta and
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Denton (2008) and Gupta and Wang (2012) provide excellent and comprehensive
reviews of much of this literature on single stations. However, we see far less liter-
ature on scheduling in multi-station settings and almost all the available literature
focuses on evaluating heuristic policies using simulation or on optimizing parame-
ters of heuristic policies using simulation optimization. To conclude this section, we
discuss all the papers we could find on this topic in the current literature.
Probably the most important modeling choice is between on-line and off-line
scheduling, also referred to as sequential and static scheduling, respectively. Off-
line scheduling assumes that a fixed number of patients (usually homogenous with
no preferences) are to be scheduled. In sequential scheduling, as in practice, patients
call in sequentially before the day of service to make an appointment. Decisions are
made one at a time in the order of request arrivals, with limited or no information
about future requests. Hence, the total number of patients to be scheduled is un-
certain but partly controllable because patients can be refused an appointment for
a particular day. Although more realistic, sequential scheduling does not offer the
same level of analytical tractability offered by static scheduling.
Statics models have enjoyed significant attention in the literature. Given the
number of surgeries to be scheduled, Denton and Gupta (2003) study the optimal
sequencing of surgeries based on their estimated durations, using a stochastic linear
programming model. % is formulated to allocate block-times for surgeries that opti-
mizes resource utilization and minimizes delays. Erdogan and Denton (2013) extend
Denton and Gupta (2003) by allowing patient no-shows. Kaandorp and Koole (2007)
propose an algorithm that locally improves any given schedule and show that the
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solution is optimal when objective functions are multi-modular. Hassin and Mendel
(2008) develop a single-server queueing model to optimize the appointment time for
a fixed number of patients and obtain a closed-form solution for a two-patient sys-
tem. LaGanga and Lawrence (2012) propose a gradient search heuristic and show
numerically that its solution is near-optimal.
In sequential scheduling, a closed-form analytical solution is almost never pos-
sible. Due to the challenges in dimensionality, even computational methods for
optimization become intractable. Hence, researchers primarily have relied on per-
formance evaluation methods, like simulation or heuristics. Klassen and Rohleder
(1996) use simulation to find scheduling rules that reserve appointment slots for ur-
gent patients, as opposed to non-urgent patients. Klassen and Yoogalingam (2009)
consider more factors in the decision-making process and propose a schedule that
they call a robust plateau-dome scheduling pattern. Erdogan and Denton (2013) de-
velop a multi-stage linear program that dynamically assigns patient appointment
on a FCFS basis. In a later paper, Erdogan et al. (2015) consider the problem of
sequencing patient appointments where requests are not FCFS and the scheduler
reserves capacity in anticipation of urgent requests with short notice. Zacharias and
Pinedo (2014) study the structure of optimal schedules under heterogeneous patient
no-show types. They first derive the optimal schedule for the static model, from
which they gain insights to design a heuristic for the sequential model. Feldman
et al. (2014) adopt a similar strategy. In addition, they define an optimality bound to
evaluate their proposed heuristic. The single-station model considered in Muthu-
raman and Lawley (2008) uses the same slot structure that we use for each clinic
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in this chapter. They show that a simple myopic policy lends itself well to a stop-
ping criterion that provides the convenience of theoretical characterization. This is
largely obtained by first establishing that their objective is unimodal. In a multi-
station setting, such unimodality does not exist, making almost all of the analysis in
Muthuraman and Lawley (2008) futile for our purposes.
Patient no-shows greatly affect operational efficiencies, causing loss of provider
productivity. Overbooking hedges against the risk of resource idleness, but it can
cause longer waiting times. And together, no-shows and overbooking often result
in long access delays. Using simulation, LaGanga and Lawrence (2007) suggest that
the amount of overbooked appointments should increase as no-show probability
increases. In a later paper, LaGanga and Lawrence (2012) formulate an optimization
problem to find the optimal amount of overbooking to balance patient no-shows.
In addition to patient no-shows, unexpected patient arrivals (referred to as walk-
ins and add-ons) are another factor that disrupts clinical operations. If not properly
accounted for, these disturbances can cause significant operational inefficiencies and
patient delays (Luo et al. (2012) and Cayirli et al. (2012)). Cayirli et al. (2012) model
the occurrence of add-on patients by its mean and standard deviation and develop
a dome-shaped appointment rule that adjusts appointment durations based on the
walk-in rate and no-show realizations. Luo et al. (2012) model the urgent requests
that randomly arrive throughout the day as a time-dependent Poisson process. They
formulate an optimization problem and use simulation optimization. Chen and
Robinson (2014) formulate the problem as a stochastic linear program and obtain
appointment sequences for small problem instances.
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Another significant modeling assumption is the choice of deterministic or stochas-
tic service times. Even though deterministic service times can be argued to be unre-
alistic, this assumption allows significant tractability. By assuming that a patient’s
service time is identical and equal to the duration of an appointment, Zacharias and
Pinedo (2014) derive an optimal schedule for homogeneous patient service times.
They then propose a heuristic for heterogeneous service times based on the insights
from the homogeneous model. For similar reasons, other works that assume deter-
ministic service times include Robinson and Chen (2010), LaGanga and Lawrence
(2007) and LaGanga and Lawrence (2012). In terms of stochastic service times, a
popular choice is the exponential distribution, because of its analytical tractability
and its capability of modeling high variation in service times, which is commonly
observed in healthcare systems. For example, using exponential service time, Wang
(1993) is able to show the optimality of a dome-shape scheduling rule. Exponential
service times, being the only memoryless distribution, do offer a great theoretical
and computational advantage. In this chapter we stick with the exponential dis-
tribution primarily because of its computational advantages and its ability to pro-
vide valuable insights. Chakraborty et al. (2010) consider a general distribution and
demonstrate the computational complexity involved. They also compare the log-
normal, gamma and exponential distributions and evaluate them. Klassen and Yoo-
galingam (2009) and Zacharias and Pinedo (2014) also consider log-normal service
times but due to limited analytical tractability of the log-normal distribution, they
rely on simulation for their analysis.
Finally, we move on to a relatively sparse multi-station setting literature. White
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et al. (2011) model an outpatient clinic that consists of a sequence of services. They
use simulation to study how policies on room allocation and appointment schedul-
ing jointly affect clinic performance. Unlike our model, appointments requests in
White et al. (2011) are for the clinic, not for a particular time slot, and patient rout-
ing is predetermined. Chao et al. (2003) develop an analytical model that allots
patients to substitutable sites in a multi-site healthcare system, but the model does
not include scheduling, and patients do not visit one station after another. In the
supply chain scheduling literature, a series of papers by Hall and Potts (2003); Chen
and Hall (2007); Dawande et al. (2009) consider coordinated scheduling in supply
chains. However, these papers assume deterministic models and may be viewed as
extensions of the two-stage flow shop models to coordinated scheduling decisions
among different players in the supply chain.
3.3. Model Formulation
Consider a network consisting of I stations with schedules that are equally di-
vided into J time slots for appointment booking. A station could be a service center
(e.g., lab, X-ray, or physician’s office) or a clinic in a co-located medical district that
interacts through inter-station patient referrals. We use (i, j) to denote station i slot
j and use I and J to denote the set of stations and appointment slots in the network,
respectively. Patients who need an appointment call a centralized scheduler prior
to the beginning of the appointment period. In practice, an appointment period is
typically a day, but it can also be a morning or afternoon session within a day. For
convenience, we refer to an appointment period as a day. Appointment slots are, for
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example, 30-minute divisions of an appointment period. Appointment periods are
independent because all services are completed within each period and healthcare
providers work overtime, if necessary. As scheduling patients on different days is
equivalent to solving identical problems in parallel, we focus on requests for one
day.
When a call arrives, the centralized scheduler asks for the type of service/sta-
tion (i 2 I) the patient needs and the preferred time slots, defined as set C. Either
the patient is scheduled into one of the preferred slots or the request is not accepted
for that day and is transferred to another appointment day. A network schedule,
S, is an I ⇥ J matrix that specifies the number of patients scheduled in each slot-
station pair. Scheduled patients might or might not show up for an appointment.
Hence, the actual number of exogenous arrivals at (i, j), denoted as Xi,j, is a random
variable Xi,j ⇠ Binomial(Si,j, ri), where ri is the station-dependent patient atten-
dance probability. For notational convenience, we leave the patient no-show rates
as station-dependent only. A patient-specific no-show probability can be incorpo-
rated by including a patient-type dimension to S, with each type having a no-show
probability. Service times are assumed to be exponentially distributed, with station-
dependent service rate li. At the end of each slot, a patient either completes service
or overflows to the next slot. Let Zi,j be the number of completed services from (i, j),
and let Yi,j be the number of patients who overflow to (i, j + 1).
After the service is complete, the patient either gets routed to another station or
exits the network, according to a probabilistic routing matrix, P. Let Pi,k be the prob-
ability a patient is referred to station k when the patient completes service in station
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i. Inter-station patient flows are called referrals. The patient leaves the network after
station i with probability 1   Âk 6=i Pi,k. No immediate re-entrance is allowed in the
network. The assumption of stochastic routing allows for analytical tractability by
obviating the need to track individual patient paths. It also reflects the uncertainty
in a patient’s health condition prior to each medical visit. As a result of coordinated
scheduling, we assume referral patients can join the queue at the corresponding




R1,1,j R1,2,j ... R1,I,j
R2,1,j R2,2,j ... R2,I,j
... . . .
...




where the random variable Ri,k,j is the number of referrals from (i, j) to (k, j + 1).
Given the number of services completed at (i, j), we have the following multinomial
distribution
(Ri,.,j Zi,j   Â
k2I
Ri,k,j)|Zi,j ⇠ multinomial(Zi,j, Pi,1, Pi,2, ..., Pi,I , 1   Â
k2I
Pi,k), (3.1)
where the last term is the probability that patient’s exiting the network. We use the
vector form and the dot notation to represent an array of variables that share one
identical subscript.
Figure 3.1 shows the different types of patient flows in and out of (i, j) and the
interdependence among slots and stations. Note that the number of patients at (i, j)
depends on the number of patients leaving from other stations and being referred to
(i, j), the number of overflows from the previous slot, and the number of exogenous
arrivals. We use Ai,j to denote the total number of patients arriving at (i, j). We have
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Xi,j + Yi,j 1 + Â
k2I
Rk,i,j 1 = Ai,j = Zi,j + Yi,j 8i 2 I, j 2 J , (3.2)
where Yi,0 = 0. Let Li be the number of services that can be completed in a slot at
station i, given a non-empty queue. Then the number of services completed in (i, j)
is
Zi,j = min(Li, Ai,j) , (3.3)
and the number of overflows from (i, j) to (i, j + 1) is
Yi,j = max(0, Ai,j   Li). (3.4)









Figure 3.1: Patient flow dynamics
The objective of the centralized scheduler is to strike a good balance between
wait times and provider utilization. In making each appointment decision, the
scheduler needs to consider the cost implications of the patient’s not showing up
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for the appointment and the implications of possible congestion. Moreover, the de-
cision has to be made based on limited information about future requests, patient
preferences and no-show probabilities. As can be seen, both the dimensionality of
the state space and the number of sources of randomness rule out the use of stan-
dard dynamic programming.
As discussed in the introduction, we propose a myopic policy since dynamic
programs are too complex and sensitive. Moreover, myopic policies tend to perform
very well in this context. For a range of reasonable parameters, in Section 3.7, we
demonstrate that the difference between our myopic approach and an unachievable
super-optimal approach is within one percent.
The objective under a myopic policy is to assign each patient to a slot so that
the resulting schedule maximizes a profit function when no future requests are
considered. The profit function for a schedule is denoted as VT(S), which is ex-
pressed as the difference between the expected revenue from all services provided
by the network and the expected cost of patient waiting and staff overtime, i.e.
VT(S) = E (Revenue(S))   E (Cost(S)). The expected revenue for a particular S
is the sum of rewards for providing nominal and referral services, accounting for
patient no-show, and is expressed as









where r =(r1 r2 ...rI) and ri is the reward at station i. In a for-profit setting, a reward
can be viewed as the service fee; while in a non-profit setting, a reward can be seen
as the utility for serving a patient (LaGanga and Lawrence (2007, 2012)). The inverse
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matrix [I   P0] 1 computes the expected number of visits to each station a patient
demands before exiting the network. The notation êi is a I ⇥ 1 unit vector whose ith
row is of value 1. The effect of êi is to extract the ith column of [I   P0] 1 for vector
manipulation.
As is standard in multi-objective models, we penalize the different objectives
with an exogenously specified coefficient that captures the relative reference be-
tween the various objectives. Penalizing the objective by a cost of ci,j when a patient







P(Y.,j = y.,j)y.,jc0.,j , (3.6)
where Y.,j ⌘(Y1,j = y1,j, Y2,j = y2,j, ..., YI,j = yI,j) and c.,j = (c1,j c2,j..., cI,j). Here,
c.,J represents the penalty when a patient overflows to clinic overtime. The notation
Ây.,j represents a summation over all realizations of the joint overflow variables at
slot j.
3.4. Joint Overflow Distribution
To evaluate the objective for any given schedule, we need the joint distribution
of overflow variables. Figure 3.2 reveals the recursive structure involved in deriving
the joint-overflow distribution, given any schedule. It illustrates the complexity in
evaluating P(Y.,j). In this section we first derive the unconditional overflow distri-
bution of Y.,j and express it in terms of the distribution of Z.,j and the conditional
distribution of Y.,j|Z.,j, which are presented in Propositions 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, respec-
tively. Together, these distributions establish the recursive dependence structure for
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the computation. For notation simplicity, we omit the conditional term, |S, from all
the expressions in the following paragraphs. For example, P(Y.,j|S) is abbreviated
as P(Y.,j). As shown in Figure 3.1, a single overflow variable at (i, j), Yi,j, is related
to overflows from the previous slot, Yi,j 1; referrals that are due to arrive, R.,i,j 1;
and the exogenous arrivals, Xi,j. Figure 3.2 serves as a roadmap for the following
derivations of the distribution of P(Y.,j).
Figure 3.2: Recursive Structure of the Joint Overflow Distribution
Proposition 3.4.1. The joint overflow distribution, P(Y.,j = y.,j), is









1(yi,1 = 0)P(Li > xi,1)
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for j = 1, and for j > 1, it is









1(yi,j > 0) · P(Li = ai,j   yi,j)
+






















P(Y.,j 1 = a.,j   x.,j   r
0
.,.,j 1 · II⇥1 | z.,j 1)
⌘◆
.
Proof. When j = 1, by the balance of flow, we have Y.,1 = X.,1 Z.,1. Conditioning
on the number of patients that show up, we have
P(Y.,1 = y.,1) = Â
x.,12S.,1






















1(yi,1 = 0)P(Li > xi,1)
+





The last equality follows from Equation (3.2) and from Li ⇠ Poisson(li). The set of
indicator functions represent the following: if the provider has sufficient capacity,
all patients will be served and only the first indicator function returns a value 1.
Otherwise, overflows occur and only the second indicator function becomes 1.
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For j > 1, we first condition on the number of patients present in each station.
By the balance of flow, A.,j = Y.,j + Z.,j, we have
















P(Zi,j = ai,j   yi,j|Ai,j = ai,j). (3.8)
The notation Âa.,j represents the summation over the combinations of all possible
values of ai.,j 8i 2 I and W
j
a is the support set for A.,j. To define this support, we
need to first define the upper bound on the number of patients that can reach (i, j),
denoted as U(i, j). It is the sum of the scheduled patients in previous slots across all
stations, plus the ones scheduled for (i, j):




Si,j0 + Si,j. (3.9)

















The first set is a cartesian product of the range of values for each ai.,j. The second
set ensures that the joint distribution is feasible. i.e., the total number of patients
in the network at slot j is no greater than the total number of patients scheduled
up to j. The last line in Equation (3.8) follows from the independence of Zi,j when
conditioned on the Ai,j. Next, we derive P(A.,j = a.,j) and P(Zi,j = zi,j|Ai,j = ai,j).
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By Equation (3.2), we have P(A.,1 = a.,1) = P(X.,1 = a.,1) = ’i2I P(Xi,1 = ai,1),
for j = 1. For j > 1, conditioning on the exogenous arrivals, we have

































P(Y.,j 1 = a.,j   x.,j   r0.,.,j 1 · II⇥1|z.,j 1).
(3.10)
The third equality in Equation (3.10) results from conditioning (Y.,j 1, R.,.,j 1) on
Z.,j 1. By independence, the conditional term on X.,j can be dropped. Furthermore,
given Zi,j 1 the distribution of Ri,.,j 1 is independent of Y.,j 1, which results the last
equality in Equation (3.10). The notation Âz.,j 1 represents the summation over the
combinations of all possible values of zi.,j 1, 8i 2 I. The support set for Z.,j 1 is





















Similar to Wja, the first set is a cartesian product of the range of values for each sta-
tion. The second set ensures that the joint distribution is feasible - the total number
of completed services at slot j   1 is no greater than the total number of patients
scheduled up to slot j   1.
For P(Zi,j = zi,j|Ai,j = ai,j), Equation (3.3) yields the following:
P(Zi,j = zi,j|Ai,j = ai,j) = P(Yi.,j = ai,j   zi,j|Ai,j = ai,j)






1(ai,j 1   zi,j 1 = 0)P(Li > zi,j 1)
+




The set of indicator functions can be interpreted similarly to that in Equation (3.7).
To conclude the proof, substituting Equations (3.10) and (3.11) into Equation
(3.8) yields Proposition 3.4.1 for j > 1.
Proposition 3.4.1 provides insight into the recursive structure and the complex-
ity of the algorithm. To obtain the joint overflow distribution at any slot j > 1, we
need to know the probability distributions of the exogenous arrivals, conditional re-
ferrals, completed services and conditional overflows. The Xi,j ⇠ Binomial(Si,j, ri)
and R.,.,j|Z.,j can be obtained from a multinomial distribution (Equation (3.1)). The
other two probability distributions, P(Z.,j = z.,j) and P(Y.,j = y.,j|Z.,j = z.,j), are
derived in Propositions 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, respectively.
Proposition 3.4.2. The joint service completion distribution, P(Z.,j = z.,j), is









1(zi,1 = xi,1)P(Li > zi,1)
+





for j = 1, and for j > 1, it is









1(zi,j = ai,j) · P(Li   zi,j)
+






















(P(Y.,j 1 = a.,j   x.,j   r
0
.,.,j 1 · II⇥1 | z.,j 1)
⌘◆
.
Proof. For j = 1, the completed service variables are independent across stations in
the first slot, and we have


















1(zi,1 = xi,1)P(Li > zi,1)
+




The second line holds by Equation (3.3). For j > 1, we first condition on the total
number of patients at slot j. By the independence of Zi,j|Ai,j across stations and
Equation (3.11), we have:
















1(zi,j = ai,j)P(Li > zi,j)
+





Substituting Equation (3.10) into Equation (3.13) concludes the proof.
Proposition 3.4.3. The joint conditional overflow distribution, P(Y.,j = y.,j|Z.,j = z.,j), is





1(yi,1 = 0)P(Li > zi,j)
+




for j = 1, and for j > 1, it is











1(yi,j = 0) · P(Li   zi,j)
+






















P(Y.,j 1 = z.,j + y.,j   x.,j   r
0
.,.,j 1 · II⇥1 | z.,j 1)
⌘◆
.
Proof. For j = 1, by Equation (3.2) and the independence of patient flows across
stations in the first slot, we have
P(Y.,1 = y.,1|Z.,1 = z.,1) = ’
i2I
P(Yi,1 = yi,1|Xi,1 = yi,1 + zi,1)
= ’
i2I






1(yi,1 = 0)P(Li > zi,j)
+




For j > 1, using the Bayes rule, we can rearrange the conditional joint overflow
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as
P(Y.,j = y.,j|Z.,j = z.,j) = P(A.,j = y.,j + z.,j|Z.,j = z.,j)
=












1(yi,j = 0)P(Li > zi,j)
+





Substituting Equations (3.11) and (3.10) and Proposition 3.4.2 into Equation (3.14)
yields Proposition 3.4.3 for j > 1.
In summary, to evaluate the cost of a schedule, we need the joint overflow dis-
tribution P(Y.,j) for all time slots. As shown in Proposition 4.3.3 and Figure 3.2, the
joint overflow for each time slot depends recursively on the joint referral distribu-
tion and the conditional overflow distribution from an earlier slot. The conditional
overflow depends on the joint distribution of the completed services. Essentially,
the dimensionality of the joint distributions, together with the recursive structure,
dictates the complexity of the model.
3.5. Sequential Scheduling Under A Coordinated Myopic Policy
In sequential scheduling, each patient contacts the network scheduler for an ap-
pointment and is offered a decision by the end of the call. Let Sn denote a schedule
during the call-in process with n patient currently scheduled for arrival on the ap-
pointment day. Suppose that the next patient requests station i and is assigned to
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slot j. The decision is denoted by Di,j, an I ⇥ J matrix with value 1 in cell (i, j) and
0 elsewhere. Let Di,0 be a zero matrix representing a rejection for the focal period.




The myopic optimal decision is denoted as j⇤ and the schedule evolves as Sn+1 =
Sn + Di,j⇤ . Figure 3.3 provides the scheduling mechanism. The centralized sched-
uler starts with an empty schedule book, an I ⇥ J zero matrix, S0. The scheduler
also keeps track of the station-slot pairs that have been deemed as decreasing the
objective, in the set Y.
A call arrives requesting an appointment for a particular day, T. The scheduler
obtains the patient’s slot preferences, denoted by C, (C = J for availability anytime)
and determines the no-show probability of the caller based on the requested service.
The no-show probability can potentially be estimated from historical data. The al-
gorithm finds the best slot j⇤ 2 C, provided j⇤ 62 Y and assigns the patient to it. If no
such j⇤ exists, the patient is not offered a slot for that specific day and is considered
for another. The schedule terminates when Y(i) = J, 8i 2 I.
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Step 1: Set 𝑺𝟎 = 𝟎𝑰×𝑱, where 𝟎𝑰×𝑱 is an 𝐼 × 𝐽 null matrix 
        𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑺𝟎 = 𝟎𝑰×𝑱 
         V (𝑺𝟎) = 0 
         𝑛 = 0 
         𝚿 =  ∅   
Step 2: If 𝚿(𝑖) == 𝑱, ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝑰 , terminate the algorithm 
    Else, go to step 3 
Step 3: Wait for the next patient call 
Step 4: A patient calls and requests an appointment in period 𝑇 at station 𝑖 
       The patient’s no-show probability is 𝜌  and his preferred slots are in set 𝐂  
    If 𝑪 ⊆ 𝚿(i), reject the request for period 𝑇 and go to step 3 
        Else, continue to step 5 
Step 5: For each 𝑗 ∈ 𝑪\{𝑪 ∩ 𝚿(i)} 
          Set 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑺 (𝑗) = 𝑺 + Δ ,  
       Evaluate V (temp𝐒 (𝑗))  
Step 6: If max[V (temp𝐒 (𝑗)), ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝑪] >  V (𝑺 )  
       Set 𝑗∗ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥[V (temp𝐒 (𝑗)), ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝑪] 
          𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦(𝑛) = 𝑗∗ 
       Update 𝑺 = 𝑺 + Δ , ∗  
            𝑛 = 𝑛 + 1                 
    Else, update 𝚿(i) =  𝚿(i)  ∪ 𝐂  




Figure 3.3: Implementation lay out (pseudo-code)
3.5.1 A Note on Implementation
To implement this scheduling algorithm in real-time, a decision needs to be
made during a patient call. This requires an efficient algorithm that can solve the
scheduling problem in reasonable time. A straightforward approach is direct com-
putation, that is, everything is computed when needed. Direct computation requires
minimal memory storage. Moreover, due to the nonlinearity of the cost function, al-
most no previous calculations can be reused in the evaluation of a new schedule.
This would result in unacceptably long computation times for patients waiting to
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be scheduled over the phone. For example, for a 3-station, 8-slot network, direct
computation can take over several hours. On the other extreme is complete pre-
computation. We would pre-calculate and store the values of all possible sched-
ules prior to patient calls. Pre-computation minimizes the time patients wait on the
phone, but it consumes an intensive amount of preprocessing time and memory.
For example, for an I-station, J-slot network with Q types of patient no-shows and
u patients in a slot, the total number of schedules to be enumerated beforehand is
(u + 1)I·J·Q, most of which are unlikely to be useful. For a 3-station, 8-slot network
with two types of no-show probabilities, the number of schedules is more than 2.8
⇥1014 and its pre-computation time is estimated to exceed 108 hours.
Leveraging on the advantages of each approach above, we propose a hybrid
method that takes a significant yet necessary portion of computation offline. Due to
patient no-shows, the actual number of patients showing up for their appointment is
a random variable. A realization of a schedule is the actual number of patients that
show up for their appointment, denoted as Om, m 2 MS. MS is the set of all real-
izations of S. For example, in a 2-station, 4-slot network, the schedule

1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
 
has four possible realizations on the appointment day:

0 0 0 0




1 0 0 0




0 0 0 0




1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
 
, with probabilities that depend on the patients’ no-
show probabilities. The value of a schedule is the expectation over all its realiza-
tions. Let W(Om) denote the value of a realization Om. Then,
VT(S|r) = Â
m2MS
P(Om|S, r) · W(Om), (3.16)
where P(Om|S, r) is the probability that Om is the realized schedule. In addition, we
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calculate the value of a realization based on a 0% no-show rate. In this case, there
is an one-to-one mapping from a schedule to its realization, and they are identical
(i.e., W(Om) = VT(Om|r = 100%)).
In our implementation, we can precompute and store the values of all possi-
ble realizations, W(Om) 8m, totaling (u + 1)I·J calculations using Equations (3.5)
and (3.6). When scheduling, Step 5 of Figure 3.3 is simplified to Equation (3.16),
which only involves look-up and integration. Instead of calculating the value of
each schedule from scratch as in direct computation, our method utilizes the prepro-
cessed W(Om). Compared to the complete pre-computation, our method is efficient,
as we only evaluate schedules that are visited in the construction of a schedule.
Our hybrid implementation method leverages on pre-computation to shift some
computation time from during-the-call to before-the-call. However, as will be shown
in Section 3.7, for even an 3-station, 8-slot network, the pre-computation part of the
hybrid method requires over 15 hours on a powerful multi-core workstation. Such
computational time may be prohibitively long for a healthcare practice with a com-
mon PC. To further reduce computation time, we design a series of approximation
schemes in the next section. Both are necessary for successful implementation.
3.6. Approximation Schemes
The model includes three sources of uncertainties: the uncertainty that patients
show up, the uncertainty of service time and patient routing between services. Each
of these factors contributes to computational complexities. In this section, we ask
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how each of these uncertainties affects the computational time and we seek an ap-
proximation scheme that gives significant computational advantages with good ap-
proximation quality. To this extent, we design three main approximation models,
each replacing one of the three random variables by its expected value.
The first is to approximate patient no-show by its the expected attendance at
each slot, rounded to the nearest integer, denoted as Model X. In the second model,
Z, we replace stochastic service time by its mean. The third model substitutes the
referral variable by its expected value, rounded to the nearest integer, denoted as
R. In our scheduling implementation, Model X only affects computation during the
phone call, while the other two reduce pre-computation times. In this section, we
only describe the three main approximations. In Section 3.7, we also combine these
to form a series approximation models, i.e., Models X, Z, R, XZ, XR, ZR and XZR,
and report the results. All approximations are applicable to any implementation of
the scheduling algorithm.
3.6.1 Deterministic patient arrivals (Model X)
Due to patient no-shows, we approximate the number of arrivals by its expecta-
tion, X.,j t [r1 r2... rI ]0. ⇥ S.,j, where the operator .⇥ is the element-wise multiplica-
tion of two vectors of the same size. Fractional numbers are rounded to the nearest
integer. Thus, the joint overflow distribution is approximated by the following ex-
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pression









1(yi,j = 0) · P(Li   ai,j   yi,j)
+















P(R.,.,j 1 =r.,.,j 1| Z.,j 1 = z.,j 1) ·
P(Y.,j 1 = a.,j r ⇥ S.,j   r
0
.,.,j 1 · II⇥1 | Z.,j 1)
⌘◆
.
Note here that the arrival distribution is gone and the arrival variable is replaced by
a constant in the conditional overflow distribution. Equation (3.9) can be written as
U(i, j) = Âi2I Âj0<j riSi,j0 + riSi,j, and the corresponding support set shrinks.
3.6.2 Deterministic service time (Model Z)
Here, we remove the uncertainty in service time. As we approximate the ser-
vice time by its mean, the number of completed services given a non-empty queue
becomes Li t li, which refines the support set for A.,j. Recall from Equation (3.3),
the number of completed services is now approximated by Zi,jtmin(li, Ai,j). As a
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result, the joint overflow distribution becomes









1(yi,j = 0) · 1(ai,j  li)
+





















P(R.,.,j 1 =r.,.,j 1| Z.,j 1 = z.,j 1) ·
P(Y.,j 1 = a.,j   x.,j   r
0
.,.,j 1 · II⇥1 | Z.,j 1)
⌘◆
.
In comparison to the expression in Proposition 3.4.1, the indicator functions can
be viewed as additional constraints on Wja. Moreover, the joint service completion
distribution in Proposition 3.4.2 is approximated as









1(zi,j < li) · 1(ai,j < li)
+





















P(R.,.,j 1 =r.,.,j 1| Z.,j 1 = z.,j 1) ·
P(Y.,j 1 = a.,j   x.,j   r
0
.,.,j 1 · II⇥1 | Z.,j 1 = z.,j 1)
⌘◆
.
Again, the indicator functions shrink the support set for Wja. A drawback here is that
it over-estimates the number of completed services. Only a finite number of patients
is in any queue, so the completed service follows a truncated Poisson distribution,
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and its expectation is smaller than the service rate. Therefore, Model Z tends to
accommodate more patients in the schedule.
3.6.3 Deterministic referral routing (Model R)
Here, we assume that the number of referrals is proportional to the completed
services: Ri,k,j t Pi,k · Zi,j 8i, k 2 I j 2 J. Fractional numbers are rounded to the
nearest integer. So the number of referrals received at slot i + 1 can be expressed as:
P0·Z.,j. As a result, the joint overflow distribution is approximated as









1(yi,j = 0) · P(Li   ai,j   yi,j)
+















P(Z.,j 1 = z.,j 1) ·
·P(Y.,j 1 = a.,j   x.,j P0 · z.,j 1 | Z.,j 1 = z.,j 1)
⌘
.
This approximation saves the integration of r.,.,j 1, which is the inner loop in the
P(Y.,j =y.,j) expression. So the time saved using this method is expected to be less
than that of Model Z.
3.7. Computational Examples and Insights
Our multi-station model and scheduling mechanism are developed for a gen-
eral network and can be applied in many different healthcare and general service
settings. We choose an example network that is simple enough to generate insights
and complex enough to capture patient routing and the scheduling aspects of the
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network. As shown in Figure 3.4, the network consists of three stations that are con-
nected via the stochastic referral routing shown by the arrows. Patients enter the
network at station 1 or 3 and station 2 only accepts internal referrals from station 1.
A fraction of station 1’s patients require additional services at stations 2 and 3. All
patients who complete service at station 2 proceed to station 3 for further examina-
tion. This network structure is very common in primary care clinics, where Station
1 represents a general physician, Station 2 signifies a lab or X-ray, and Station 3 de-
notes a specialist. Such structures are also common in inter-clinic referrals. For ex-
ample, in pre-operative outpatient surgical care, an anesthesiologist (Station 1) may
refer patients to labs (Station 2) and to other specialists such as internal medicine
(Station 3) in order to optimize a patient for surgery.
In this section, we use this network because of its elegance, applicability and
ability to capture all the necessary elements and managerial insights we would like
to convey. For the sake of clearer insights and chapter length, we have refrained
from an exhaustive set of computational examples on more complex networks, al-
though every element of the chapter discussed until now are directly applicable. In
what follows, we demonstrate the construction of a network schedule, evaluate the
performance of the coordinated myopic policy relative to an unachievable super-
optimal policy, seek insights into the dependence on the model parameters, and
finally examine the performance of the approximation schemes proposed in Section
3.6.
We first fix a base case parameter choice and then consider modifications to
this base set when needed. Suppose that 50% of station 1’s patients leave the net-
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work after service; while P1,2 = 25% and P1,3 = 25% of station 1’s patients re-
quire additional services at stations 2 and 3, respectively. Every station operates 8
slots with the same service rate, which is normalized to 1. For each service pro-
vided, we assume the network receives a nominal reward of 100, regardless of
the station, i.e., r1 = r2 = r3 = 100, and all costs are defined relative to the re-
ward. Due to probabilistic routing, the expected reward collected from a patient
depends on the initial service requested, which can be calculated using Equation
(3.5): R1 = r1 + P1,2(r2 + P2,3r3) + P1,3r3, R2 = r2 + P2,3r3 and R3 = r3. We mone-
tize the penalty for patient waiting and station overtime as cj = 0.25r, 8j 6= J and
cJ = 1.5R. As cj (j 6= J) measures the relative cost of an overflow to the reward
of a completed service, it should be less than 1. On the other hand, cJ should be
greater than 1 because serving a patient during clinic overtime costs more than the
reward. Other coefficients besides the 0.25 and 1.5 for the cj (j 6= J) and cJ, will be
considered in a sensitivity analysis in Section 3.7.3. Each time a patient calls, there
is equal probability that the request is for station 1 or 3. All patients scheduled have
a 60% chance of attending their appointments on that day, i.e., r1 = r3 = 60%.
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Figure 4 Example Network.
Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Station 1 ②⑫ ⑤⑳ ④ ⑩ ⑧ ⑭ ⑰
Station 3 ①⑪ ⑥ ⑦ ⑮ ③ ⑨ ⑬
Figure 5 An Example of the Decision Process.
7.1. Construction of a Schedule
We present here an illustration of a network schedule being constructed sequentially. We use a
randomly generated sequence of requests shown in Table 1. Columns 1 and 2 represent the patient
number and the station to which the respective patient asked to be scheduled. The slot for which
our policy schedules them is shown in column 3. When the schedule is relatively packed, we can see
that the policy starts reject all patients requesting station 3 while still accepting patients for station
1. Once station 1 becomes packed as well, the scheduling stops, with patient 22. The network
objective value is shown in column 4 and is broken down into the expected revenue and costs in
the last two columns. The final schedule is shown in Figure 5, with nine patients scheduled for
station 1 and eight for station 3. The numbers indicate the patient number. For example, patient
numbers 2 and 12 are the ones that requested for station 1 and were scheduled to slot 1 of station
1. Since station 2 does not accept exogenous patient requests, it is omitted in the expression of a
schedule.
Notice that the scheduling for any station begins by distributing patients across that day and
then moves toward packing them in more tightly. For example, station 3’s first and second requests
are scheduled to slots 1 and 5, and the next request comes back to slot 2. With a 40% no-show
rate, station 1 double-books in the first two slots, while station 3 only double-books its first slot,
in anticipation of referrals from station 1. Also notice that both stations leave the last slot open
to cope with overflows in later slots so as to avoid the overtime penalty. This practice is very
Figure 3.4: Example Network
All computations were performed on a linux Dell Poweredge 2950 worksta-
tion with 2 six-core, hyperthreading 3.33 GHz Xeon processors and 24 GB of shared
memory. The time reported is the wall-time of the machine.
3.7.1 Construction of a Schedule
We present here an illustration of a network schedule being constructed se-
quentially. We use a randomly generated sequence of requests shown in Table 3.1.
Columns 1 and 2 represent the patient number and t e station to which the respec-
tive patient asked to be scheduled. The slot for which our policy schedules them
is shown in column 3. When the schedule is relatively packed, we can see that the
policy starts reject all patients requesting station 3 while still accepting patients for
station 1. Once station 1 becomes packed as well, the scheduling stops, with patient
22. The network objective value is shown i column 4 and is broke down into the
expected revenue and costs in the last two columns. The final schedule is shown
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Slot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Station 1 ②⑫ ⑤⑳ ④ ⑩ ⑧ ⑭ ⑰
Station 3 ①⑪ ⑥ ⑦ ⑮ ③ ⑨ ⑬
Figure 3.5: An Example of the Decision Process
in Figure 3.5, with nine patients scheduled for station 1 and eight for station 3. The
numbers indicate the patient number. For example, patient numbers 2 and 12 are
the ones that requested for station 1 and were scheduled to slot 1 of station 1. Since
station 2 does not accept exogenous patient requests, it is omitted in the expression
of a schedule.
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Patient Request Slot Expected Expected Expected
Sequence Type Decision Profit Revenue Cost
1 3 1 51.25 60 8.75
2 1 1 139.45 165 25.55
3 3 5 187.79 225 37.21
4 1 3 267.99 330 62.01
5 1 2 340.76 435 94.24
6 3 2 382.79 495 112.21
7 3 3 416.59 555 138.41
8 1 5 479.03 660 180.97
9 3 6 504.54 720 215.46
10 1 4 551.68 825 273.32
11 3 1 573.23 885 311.77
12 1 1 610.95 990 379.05
13 3 7 619.41 1050 430.59
14 1 6 646.55 1155 508.45
15 3 4 648.39 1215 566.61
16 3 - 648.39 1215 566.61
17 1 7 658.26 1320 661.74
18 3 - 658.26 1320 661.74
19 3 - 658.26 1320 661.74
20 1 2 662.70 1425 762.30
21 3 - 662.70 1425 762.30
22 1 - 662.70 1425 762.30
Table 1 Evolution of Network Schedule
common in clinics because schedulers have intuitively learned to accommodate the significant cost
of overflow at the end of the day.
7.2. Optimality Gap
In this subsection, we address the question of how good the myopic policy is. Preivously, we have
pointed out that a non-myopic policy would su↵er from insurmountable complexity, along with
extreme sensitivity to parameters. Although myopic polices do not have these issues, the question
of how much we give up in terms of the objective value still must be rasied. In fact, the context
of clinical scheduling aligns well with the nature of a myopic policy. That is, scheduling decisions
are critical only when a schedule is well packed but very forgiving when the schedule is sparse.
Myopic polices indeed yield good approximation towards the end of the scheduling horizon, when
schedules are packed.
Quantifying the quality of a myopic policy is a challenging task, especially because we cannot
contrast it to the optimal policy, which is non-computable for the reasons discussed earlier. However,
we can compute a super-optimal policy which is unachievable. The di↵erence between the myopic
and this super-optimal value provides an upper bound for the actual optimality gap.
The super-optimal schedule is the schedule that maximizes profits by assigning patients into any
Table 3.1: Evolution of Network Schedule
Notice that the scheduling for any station begins by distributing patients across
that day and then moves toward packing them in more tightly. For example, station
3’s first and second requests are scheduled to slots 1 and 5, and the next request
comes back to sl t 2. With a 40% no-show rate, station 1 double-books in the first
two slots, while station 3 only double-books its first slot, in anticipation of referrals
from station 1. Also notice that both stations leave the last slot open to cope with
overflows in later slots so as to avoid the overtime penalty. This practice is very
comm n in clinics b cause schedulers have intuitively learned to accommodate the
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significant cost of overflow at the end of the day.
3.7.2 Optimality Gap
In this subsection, we address the question of how good the myopic policy is.
Previously, we have pointed out that a non-myopic policy would suffer from in-
surmountable complexity, along with extreme sensitivity to parameters. Although
myopic polices do not have these issues, the question of how much we give up
in terms of the objective value still must be raised. In fact, the context of clinical
scheduling aligns well with the nature of a myopic policy. That is, scheduling deci-
sions are critical only when a schedule is well packed but very forgiving when the
schedule is sparse. Myopic polices indeed yield good approximation towards the
end of the scheduling horizon, when schedules are packed.
Quantifying the quality of a myopic policy is a challenging task, especially be-
cause we cannot contrast it to the optimal policy, which is non-computable for the
reasons discussed earlier. However, we can compute a super-optimal policy which
is unachievable. The difference between the myopic and this super-optimal value
provides an upper bound for the actual optimality gap.
The super-optimal schedule is the schedule that maximizes profits by assigning
patients into any possible slots at the morning of the appointment, assuming unlim-
ited requests of any type. The computation of this policy, like the myopic, does not
depend on models for call-in arrivals, and is therefore unachievable for certain call-
in sequences. Let the super-optimal value be denoted as Vso. The super-optimality
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Here and in subsection 3.7.3, we run the coordinated myopic policy on 2000
randomly generated call-in sequences, which is found to be statistically sufficient
for our numerical analysis. At the end of each simulation run, we obtain the value
of the schedule, defined as Vncoord., and the number of patients scheduled.
Finding the super-optimal solution requires an exhaustive search through the
entire state space of all possible schedules. Due to the challenge of high dimension-
ality, we resort to a 4-slot network in computing the SOGs for a range of parameter
settings: cost of overflow, cost of overtime, referral probabilities and no-show rates.
The design of experiments and the corresponding SOGs are shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 2 Super Optimality Gap.
possible slots at the morning of the appointment, assuming unlimited requests of any type. The
computation of this policy, like the myopic, does not depend on models for call-in arrivals, and is
therefore unachievable for certain call-in sequences. Let the super-optimal value be denoted as V
so
.











Here and in subsection 7.3, we run the coordinated myopic policy on 2000 randomly generated
call-in sequences, which is found to be statistically su cient for our numerical analysis. At the end
of each simulation run, we obtain the value of the schedule, defined as V n
coord.
, and the number of
patients scheduled.
Finding the super-optimal solution requires an exhaustive search through the entire state space
of all possible schedules. Due to the challenge of high dimensionality, we resort to a 4-slot network
in computing the SOGs for a range of parameter settings: cost of overflow, cost of overtime, referral
probabilities and no-show rates. The design of experiments and the corresponding SOGs are shown
in Table 2.
As Table 2 reveals, the coordinated myopic solutions are within 1.0% of the super-optimal bound
on all the parameter values we test. As the actual optimal value is lower than the super-optimal
bound, we expect the actual optimality gap to be smaller.
7.3. Dependence on model parameters
In this subsection, we ask the question of how the network objective value changes with respect to
various model parameters and investigate the underlying reasons.
We discuss these directional insights observed from the 8-slot model using the coordinated myopic
policy. Figure 6 is a visual summary of the changes in V (S) as the value of the parameter varies. As
Table 3.2: Super Optimality Gap
As Table 3.2 reveals, the coordinated myopic solutions are within 1.0% of the
super-optimal bound on all the parameter values we test. As the actual optimal
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value is lower than the super-optimal bound, we expect the actual optimality gap to
be smaller.
3.7.3 Dependence on Model Parameters
In this subsection, we ask the question of how the network objective value
changes with respect to various model parameters and investigate the underlying
reasons.
We discuss these directional insights observed from the 8-slot model using the
coordinated myopic policy. Figure 3.6 is a visual summary of the changes in V(S) as
the value of the parameter varies. As expected, when the cost coefficients increase,
V(S) decreases. Relatively speaking, the coefficient for cJ has a smaller effect on the
solution value because it only affects the last slot.
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Figure 3.6: Sensitivity Analysis
Next, we hold P2,3 = 100% and examine the interplay between P1,2 and P1,3. At
any level of P1,3, a higher rate of P1,2 boosts V(S); while at any level of P1,2, the trend
reverses for increasing P1,3. The reason lies in the interaction between utilization
of the stations and the profit margin of different requests, as P1,2 or P1,3 changes.
Recall that patients who visit station 2 proceed to station 3. Therefore, a higher
P1,2 implies higher expected revenue per type 1 patient and a higher utilization of
station 2. Since station 2 is the least busy resource, its cost for an additional patient
is the smallest among all stations. Therefore, the profit margin per type 1 patient
increases in P1,2, as does the value of the schedule. On the other hand, higher P1,3
significantly increases the utilization of station 3, for which the cost of congestion
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outweighs the moderate increase in the revenue of type 3 patients. Therefore, V(S)
decreases in P1,3. The key insight is that when a referral rate changes in the direction
toward a more balanced network in terms of resource utilization, the objective value
increases. Lastly, our results on no-show align with the literature: The lower the
uncertainty in no-show, the better a clinic’s performance is.
3.7.4 Performance of Approximation Schemes
For the approximation schemes described in Section 3.6, we next compare them
to the coordinated myopic solution on a range of parameter settings. We discuss
computational efficiencies based on our hybrid algorithm implementation described
in Section 3.5.1. Specifically, we present the pre-computation times and the online
computation times for each approximation. The purpose of this section is also to
shed light on important factors practitioners need to consider to coordinate appoint-
ment scheduling in their own healthcare network.
We measure the performance of each approximation method by its relative dif-
ference to the coordinated method: Vcoord. Vappr.Vcoord.
. Again, we run the approximation
methods on the same 2000 call-in sequences, and the value is denoted as Vnappr.,
where the subscript refers to the corresponding approximation method. The esti-
mated value function by any of the heuristics is measured as Vheuristic = 12000 Â
2000
n=1 Vnheuristic,
with n indicating the simulation run.
We start by contrasting the pre-computational times for various approximations
against the non-approximated Coord. method, using the base case parameters. In
Figure 3.7, the performance of each method is measured as the percentage differ-
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ence to the Coord. solution value, presented on the Y-axis. The smaller the per-
centage difference on the Y-axis, the better the solution quality. As can be seen,
pre-computation can be extremely expensive even for a 8-slot-3-station network.
Compared to the Coord. method, Model Z alleviates the preprocessing workload
by 92% (reducing offline time to 1.3 hours); while Model R reduces the workload
by 78% (3.3 hours of offline computation). The combination of the two, ZR, fur-
ther reduces the computation time by a small amount. By construction, Model X
requires the same amount of computation as the Coord. method and its variants
(i.e., Model XZ, XR and XZR) require the same amount of computation as the non
X part. In terms of solution values, methods that approximates no-show all yield
poor solution.
The Coord. method demands over 15 hours of preprocessing on a 32-core work-
station running in parallel. However, when relying on a more common desktop, the
actual offline time will be significantly longer. Furthermore, for larger clinical net-
works, the Coord. method may not even be feasible at all, even on high-performance
workstations. These issues necessitate the development of the approximation meth-
ods.
Next, we turn to the computations involved during the scheduling process. The
hope is to be able to accommodate these computational times when the patient is
waiting on the call or at least between calls. The X-axis on Figure 3.8 marks the se-
quence of appointment decisions and their corresponding values on the Y-axis are
the time it takes to make that decision. Because of rejections, the number of pa-
































Figure 3.7: Offline Computation
Time v.s. Solution Quality.
Decision Sequence























Figure 3.8: Online Computation
Time per Decision.
number implies a more congested system. Based on Step 5 in Figure 3.3 and our
implementation method described in Section 3.6, the determinant of time per deci-
sion is the computation complexity of Equation (3.16). Specifically, since the values
of all realizations have been preprocessed, the computation time for Equation (3.16)
depends only on the number of realizations associated with the schedule to be eval-
uated.
Because Model X approximates the value of a schedule using the expected num-
ber of arrivals, it simplifies Equation (3.16) to VT(S) ⇡ W(E(S|r)). Therefore, the
online time of Model X is independent of how many patients are already scheduled,
shown as a flat line in Figure 3.8. In addition, due to rounding error, Model X tends
to schedule excessively at a high no-show rate but to under-book when the no-show
rate is low. With our no-show rate, we observe a more congested schedule under
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Model X than the Coord. method. For the same reason as Model X, all its variants
exhibit a similar pattern, that is, close-to-zero decision time and congested schedule.
Hence, we do not include them in Figure 3.8.
Except for Model X and its variants, all methods exhibit an exponential growth
in online time as more patients join the network. The reason is that as the schedule
fills up, the number of realizations to be integrated in the evaluation of each sched-
ule (Equation (3.16)) increases exponentially. Moreover, depending on the result-
ing schedule under each policy, the total combinations of the possible realizations
varies, and thus the evaluation time per decision differs among Coord., Model Z,
Model R and Model ZR. For example, an evenly spread schedule like

1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0
 
involves 23 realizations; while a schedule with the same number of patients but with
a double-booking in the first slot, i.e.,

2 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
 
, involves only 6 realizations.
So the earlier a policy starts over-booking, the less online time it takes to offer a deci-
sion. The impact of deterministic service time, as in Model Z, is to evenly distribute
appointment requests among slots, before any over-booking. In contrast, the Coord.
method favors certain slots over others and it leaves gaps between occupied slots
and double-books early. The impact of deterministic patient routing is in-between
Coord. and Model Z. Their combined method, Model ZR, spreads the appointment
requests more evenly. Therefore, we observe that Model ZR takes the longest time
to make a decision during later requests, followed by Model Z, and Model R.
In terms of the stopping point, Model Z books more patients than the Co-
ord. solution because it over-estimates system capacity (discussed in Section 3.6.2).
Model R may either over or under book relative to the Coord. method, which is de-
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pendent on its referral rate. Due to rounding errors, infrequent referrals results an
under-estimation of the network’s congestion level and Model R books more than
Coord.; the opposite occurs when referrals are more frequent. Model ZR amplifies
the approximation errors from Model Z and Model R and significantly underesti-
mates the network congestion. By the above reasoning, we observe the patterns in
Figure 3.8, where Model ZR schedules excessively more patients.
Comparing among the approximation methods, Model X and its variants are
the least appealing methods due to large approximation error and inefficient pre-
processing. Despite its shortest pre-computation time, Model ZR is not practical
online. The choice between Model Z and Model R should be made on a case-by-
case basis. We recommend that healthcare management consider three main fac-
tors: (1) the desired solution quality, (2) computation resources for pre-computation
and (3) patient tolerance for waiting on the phone. In a situation where network
parameters are subject to frequent changes, Model Z is most favorable, with fast
pre-computation and good solution quality on a wide range of parameters. The
downside is longer waiting time for the later patients to get a decision. On the other
hand, for a stable network with high demand for solution quality, Model R becomes
attractive, especially when the cost of patient overflow is high and referrals infre-
quent.
Moving on to the dependence of these computational times on problem param-
eters, we summarize the results in Figure 3.9. The insights from Figure 3.9 are the
following. First, as cj increases, the quality of all approximations deteriorates but
Model R yields the best result, followed by Model Z. A similar pattern is observed
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with cJ, except for cJ = 1.25R, where Model R and Model Z are statistically indif-
ferent. At different referral probabilities, the most robust method is Model Z with
a solution 5%-7% lower than the Coord. method. In contrast to the robustness of
Model Z, solutions by Model R degrade as referral rate increases. This is expected
because the impact of rounding errors is more severe when referrals are more fre-
quent. In fact, at P1,2 = P1,3 = 50%, Model R significantly overestimates the number
of referrals out of clinic 1 and thus schedules too few people to fully utilize the
network. The solution value is therefore significantly lower. Lastly, for different no-
show probabilities, Model Z and Model R are both robust, and Model R is better.















































































































Figure 3.9: Quality Performance.
To summarize, even the myopic approach that has been proposed is compu-
tationally too complex for implementation. The computational times are too far
from acceptable, especially when a patient is on a phone-call waiting for the result.
Our hope was to find an approximation scheme that, together with the hybrid com-
putational implementation described in Section 3.6 would allow a reasonable ap-
proximation with acceptable computational times. Our finding is that, among the




The focus of current healthcare reforms revolves around improving efficiency
and effectiveness of care. The entire industry is beginning to retool itself, all the way
from redesigning hospital layouts to fundamentally changing billing structures, to
improve coordination and move toward a patient-centered clinical model. With
most patient care in the United States being delivered through outpatient clinics,
coordinating appointment scheduling is arguably a key component of successful
reform. This chapter provides the necessary technological contributions. The focus
has been to construct a model formulation and to provide the analysis, insights and
the computational tools necessary for real-world adoption. The model has carefully
avoided assumptions that might have theoretical benefits but ultimately make the
model unsuitable for implementation.
Note that our view of coordination is also limited to appointment scheduling in
a multi-speciality hospital or multiple clinics in a common location. The emerging
practice of coordinated, patient-centric care is broader. Examples include patient-
centered medical homes in primary care (Stange et al. (2010)) and perioperative
(patient-centered) surgical homes in outpatient surgery (Vetter et al. (2013, 2014);
Morrice et al. (2014)). Such coordinated care is being recognized at world-class
healthcare institutions, such as Virginia Mason Medical Center in Seattle, WA, and
MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, TX. The newly established Dell Medical
School at the University of Texas, Austin considers value-based care central to its
mission. Although not straightforward, we believe that our work can be extended
or adapted to these and other patient-centered models.
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Chapter 4
Coordinated Scheduling for a Multi-server Network in
Outpatient Surgical Care
4.1. Introduction
System integration and coordination are increasingly important in healthcare
delivery, particularly in the United States with the new healthcare mandate. These
concepts are vital for improving patient outcomes and satisfaction, optimizing providers’
utilization and reducing operational costs in outpatient surgical care. As pointed
out by Porter (2009), the overarching strategy of our healthcare reform should be
focused on maximizing patient outcomes at the lowest cost, i.e. a value-based care,
which is defined as health outcome over cost spending. To manage cost by improv-
ing coordination and operational efficiency is particularly critical in the surgical
episode of care, because it involves multiple providers (e.g., primary care physi-
cians, surgeons, anesthesiologists, and nurses) depending on patients’ needs. His-
torically, these services have been fragmented with minimal coordination among
providers. Consequentially, patients have to plan for and coordinate their own
medical trips across multiple services. As a result of fragmented care, patients of-
ten experience long access delays to and between different services. For the same
reason, providers frequently experience high fluctuations in their daily operations.
Since outpatient surgeries account for the majority of all surgery visits in the United
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States (Cullen et al. (2009), Berg and Denton (2012)), the potential impact for systems
improvements and operational cost savings in this area is great.
The current healthcare reform aims to transform the industry from physician-
centered to patient-centric. Reimbursement schemes are transitioning from volume-
driven to value-based to incentivize coordination among different services to jointly
deliver care in an effective and efficient manner (Health Cost Containment and Ef-
ficiencies (2010)). As a result, many patient-centric models are emerging, such as
the Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) (Stange et al. (2010)), the Periopera-
tive Surgical Home (PSH) (ASA (2011)), and the Patient-Centered Surgical Home
(PCSH) (Morrice et al. (2014)). In a PSH, care is integrated and coordinated among
specialties, with anesthesiologists serving as system coordinators and information
integrators in collaboration with the surgeons, general internists and other physi-
cians (Vetter et al. (2013, 2014)). The PCSH is developed on the concept of PSH, with
an emphasis on the centrality of improved patient care similar to the PCMH found
in the practice of primary care. In particular, the PCSH model ensures close coor-
dination between anesthesiologists and general internists in preoperative care so as
to optimize patients’ health conditions before their surgery. This approach has con-
ceptual appeal because patient health problems discovered by an anesthesiologist
during a surgery pre-assessment can be addressed by a general internist. Moreover,
the PCSH aims to enable same-day referrals so that patients can see both providers,
if needed, on a single visit.
A challenge facing the PCSH is how to coordinate the anesthesiologists and gen-
eral internists who often reside in separate clinics. More specifically, it is common
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for anesthesiologists to reside in an anesthesiologist preoperative clinic (APC) and
general internists to be housed in an separate Internal Medicine Clinic (IMC). With
this arrangement, it is typical for APC and IMC to schedule their own patients in-
dependently with no coordination. We refer to this type of scheduling policy as the
Silo policy. Under Silo, same-day referrals can cause serious system congestions in
the PCSH, especially at IMC. Since Silo can book IMC to its full capacity with no
consideration for the referral patients, on the appointment day, providers at IMC ei-
ther have to work the APC referrals into their already busy schedule, or defer them
to another day. The former approach risks incurring a significant cost of patient
waiting and clinical overtime, while the latter approach risks having patients aban-
don their IMC appointments and show up on the day of surgery with health issues
that can lead to surgery delays or cancellations.
As an alternative to the Silo policy, IMC could leave empty blocks in its sched-
ule to accommodate the expected increase in demand from APC referral patients
on the appointment day. While this represents a level of coordination, it is static in
nature because the empty blocks are predetermined. Hence, we refer to this pol-
icy as the Static policy. Because the blocked slots are predetermined, the providers
at IMC still have to work the patients into the schedule, if referrals arrive at non-
designated slots. As a result, although the Static policy has the potential to reduce
system inefficiencies found in Silo, its effectiveness to coordinate APC and IMC may
be limited.
To address potential problems associated with the Silo and the Static policies,
we propose a fully coordinated scheduling approach that sequentially allocates ap-
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pointment requests to both APC and IMC in order to optimize a PCSH “system”
objective. This is a non-trivial exercise because APC and IMC operate with different
number of providers that work in parallel. Furthermore, both services face uncer-
tainties in patient attendance, service times and referrals.
We formulate a 2-clinic network model with multiple service providers that
work in parallel in each clinic. The model accounts for the uncertainty of patient
no-shows, stochastic service times and the inter and intra-clinic patient flows. The
objective is to maximize the overall profit of the PCSH, which is the net of service
rewards and the costs of patient waiting and clinical overtime. We propose a coor-
dinated myopic policy that ensures a balanced utilization of clinical resources in the
PCSH with high-quality, robust solutions. We develop a simulation-aided schedul-
ing method to sequentially construct a schedule, using the statistical method of
Ranking and Selection (R&S) (Law and Kelton (2010), Kim and Nelson (2001)). By
using the R&S procedure, we are able to guarantee with confidence that the final
schedule is sufficiently close to the best solution. Moreover, to improve the compu-
tation efficiency and the solution accuracy, we embed a hybrid evaluation method,
which computes the profit of the schedule using a combination of analytical and
simulation methods, in the scheduling algorithm.
Our scheduling method and policy have the potential to benefit all major play-
ers in the PCSH by improving patient outcomes and satisfaction, enabling providers
to work on top of their license (i.e. better utilization of providers’ time) and reducing
operational inefficiencies. In this study, we focus on the impact of coordination on
improving efficiencies and saving operational costs. Thus, we address the problem
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that is one of the most perplexing to the medical community since most providers
believe that patients and providers can benefit from better coordination of services.
However, what is not clear is whether coordination of multiple services with its
attendant increase in systems complexity will lead to higher cost of care.
Thus, we pose a series of research questions to be addressed, which are impor-
tant to the management of the PCSH and other collaborative networks. First, is Silo
a sustainable policy for the PCSH with same-day referrals? What is the opportunity
cost if the PCSH continues with Silo? Second, how effective is the Static policy in
coordinating APC and IMC patients, compared to Silo or a fully coordinated policy?
Last, how much operational cost can the fully coordinated policy save for the PCSH?
How much risk can it reduce, where the risk is measured as system variation? By
comparing our coordinated scheduling method to other scheduling policies being
considered by the PCSH, we show that the gain of switching to our proposed policy
can be significant.
The contributions of this study are fourfold. First, to our knowledge, this is the
first multi-server, multi-clinic model that studies sequential appointment schedul-
ing in the literature. The model is based on a real healthcare network and it captures
the essence of the uncertain, complicated patient flows in the network. Second, we
propose an efficient scheduling method with a simple and effective booking limit
to coordinate multiple clinics and to construct a balanced network schedule. Com-
pared to other policies considered by the PCSH, our proposed policy yields high-
quality and robust results. Third, we develop a novel scheduling algorithm that in-
tegrates analytical calculation, simulation, and statistical hypothesis testing to con-
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struct a schedule. Lastly, we conduct a numerical study comparing our fully coordi-
nated policy against Silo and Static. The results offer a fundamentally different way
of structuring the PCSH to improve outpatient perioperative care that ensures close
coordination between anesthesiologists and general internists. More generally, the
results shed light on the risk in our increasingly interdependent healthcare system,
if coordination is not properly implemented. Hence, we believe the insights are
beneficial not only to the PCSH but other patient-centric models where scheduling
coordination can be used.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We briefly review the litera-
ture in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we provide our multi-server, multi-clinic model
and our proposed scheduling policy. Section 4.4 explains the scheduling algorithm,
with an emphasis on the hybrid evaluation method and the R&S procedure. In Sec-
tion 4.5, we present our numerical study on various scheduling policies to address
the aforementioned research questions and provide other insights. Section 4.6 con-
cludes this chapter.
4.2. Related Literature
In previous chapters, we have reviewed the scheduling literature (Chapter 3)
and presented studies related to the PCSH model (Chapter 2). So here, we limit
ourselves to two streams of papers based on the two unique features in this study:
a parallel server model and appointment scheduling using simulation.
We first review scheduling papers that employ a multi-server model. Note that
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papers that assume a dedicated patient stream to each service provider are still sin-
gle server models (Ahmadi-Javid et al. (2016)) and thus we do not include them in
this review. Multi-server models are rich in the queueing literature, but, as pointed
out by Erdogan and Denton (2013), the appointment scheduling problem differs
from a typical queueing model in two main aspects. First, the steady state assump-
tions in queueing models do not hold in the transient clinical environment. Second,
for most queueing models, it is assumed that patients arrive stochastically rather
than according to a schedule. Liu and Liu (1998) consider a single clinic with mul-
tiple doctors whose arrival times are random. Given the number of patients to be
scheduled, they use simulation to explore different schedules with different patient
no-show types in each appointment block and find the best patient type mix and
block assignment that minimizes doctor idleness and patient waiting. Sickinger
and Kolisch (2009) model a single outpatient clinic with two CT scanners. Patients
are screened by one of the two identical scanners that has a stochastic downtime.
For a given number of patients, they propose a neighborhood search heuristic to
find the best schedule that maximizes patient throughput. In a working paper by
Zacharias and Pinedo (2016), they formulate a multi-server queueing model for a
single clinic and study the impact of resource pooling on patient throughput and
waiting times. Different from our study, they assume that the number of patients
and their no-show types are known prior to scheduling. To the best of our knowl-
edge, a network model with multiple servers in each station does not exist in the
scheduling literature. We contribute to the literature by developing such a model
and a scheduling methodology that is readily applicable to the real-world problem
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in healthcare.
In the appointment scheduling literature, simulation has been used primarily
as a tool to evaluate a solution, instead of generating one (Klassen and Yoogalingam
(2009) and Ahmadi-Javid et al. (2016)). LaGanga and Lawrence (2007) study how to
mitigate the detrimental impact of patient no-shows using appointment overbook-
ing. They conduct simulation studies on various patient arrival patterns and estab-
lish the benefit of overbooking in increasing provider utility. Glowacka et al. (2009)
develop a predictive model of patient no-shows and derive a set of sequencing rules
to schedule patients offline. They use simulation to evaluate the performance of
different sequencing rules and find the optimal number of patients to be scheduled.
Klassen and Yoogalingam (2009) develop a heuristic to search for the optimal sched-
ule and use simulation optimization to evaluate schedules offline. Different from the
above studies, we use simulation to sequentially construct a schedule online. More-
over, we develop a hybrid method that expedites the simulation algorithm using
analytical calculation and simulation. We contribute to the literature by developing
an efficient scheduling method that integrates simulation procedures into sequential
appointment scheduling.
4.3. Model Formulation
In this section, we formulate the PCSH model as a multi-server, multi-clinic
healthcare network, where patients, after their nominal appointment, may be re-
ferred to another service on the same day. We leverage a similar slot model from
Chapter 3. But different from Chapter 3, we develop a multiple server model where
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providers work in parallel with stochastic service time and patients are seen by the
first available provider in the clinic. We first present the model formulation and then
illustrate how the assumption of parallel servers complicates the solution approach.
In addition, we propose a myopic-based scheduling policy that coordinates differ-
ent clinics to construct a balanced schedule that maximizes a network objective.
The PCSH consists of two clinics: APC and its supporting facility IMC (Fig-
ure 4.1). For notational purposes, we refer to APC and IMC as clinics 1 and 2, re-
spectively. They operate during the same time period of the day, which is evenly
divided into J time slots for appointment booking. There are n1 and n2 indepen-
dent and identical providers at APC and IMC, respectively. Because the PCSH is
implemented in a teaching hospital, providers (the servers), who are often medical
residents or mid-level providers (e.g. nurse practitioners and physician assistants),
do not have their own dedicated patients. Therefore, patients wait in one single
queue at the beginning of each slot, and are seen by the first available provider in
that clinic, first-come, first-serve. In queueing terms, providers are pooled resources
that work in parallel. There are two types of patient requests, those who call for
an appointment at APC (type 1) and those who call for IMC (type 2). The atten-
dance rate for each request type is r1 and r2 for APC and IMC, respectively. The
assumption of homogenous no-show within each clinic serves merely to simplify
our mathematical expressions across this chapter. Our model and solution approach
are readily applicable to heterogeneous patient no-show. To optimize the patients’
overall health condition, APC patients are referred to IMC with probability P1,2 for
additional care, e.g. to control high blood pressure.
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Figure 4.1: Simplified PCSH Model
To make an appointment, patients must to call the centralized scheduler in ad-
vance. Upon each request, the scheduler obtains the request type (APC or IMC),
checks the current schedule and makes an assignment decision that maximizes the
network objective function. We adopt a myopic objective, where each patient re-
quest is evaluated as the last request before the appointment day. The choice of a
myopic approach instead of dynamic programming is based on: (1) the practicality
of the model and solution approach, where DP is computationally intractable due to
the high dimensionality of the problem (Lin et al. (2011)) and burdened with more
modeling assumptions; (2) the fact that the myopic approach tends to yield good
solutions (Chapter 3 and Muthuraman and Lawley (2008)).
Let S denote a network schedule and Si,j be the number of scheduled patients in
clinic i slot j, abbreviated as (i, j). Due to no-show, the arrival variable, Xi,j, follows
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a binomial distribution





rmi · (1   ri)Si,j m. (4.1)
At each clinic, the service time per patient is assumed to be independent and identi-
cally distributed and follow the exponential distribution. The choice of exponential
service time results from the trade-off between analytical tractability and the prac-
ticality of highly uncertain service times that cannot be approximated by assuming
deterministic service times. The latter follows from the fact that the PCSH tends to
see more complicated heterogeneous patients that need to be optimized for surgery
(Ferschl et al. (2005)). Let li be the service rate of each provider at clinic i. Let Li,j
be the capacity of a provider at (i, j), which is defined as the number of services
this provider is able to complete if unlimited number of patients are waiting for ser-
vice. Since service times are exponential, we have Li,j ~ Poisson(li). The number of
completed services from (i, j), Zi,j, is a random variable that depends on the pooled
resource capacity at (i, j) and the number of patients waiting for service at the be-
ginning of (i, j), denoted as Ai,j. After the service, some of the APC patients are
referred to IMC for additional care. Under the PCSH, APC referrals are guaranteed
for immediate access to IMC, so they can join the queue of the immediate next slot
at IMC. The number of referral patients leaving (1, j) for (2, j + 1) is denoted as R1,j,
which when conditioned on Z1,j follows a binomial distribution





(P1,2)r · (1   P1,2)Z1,j r. (4.2)
Patients who do not complete their services overflow to the next time slot and join
the queue of patients at (i, j + 1). Let the number of overflows from (i, j) to (i, j + 1)
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be denoted as Yi,j. By the balance of flow, we have, for j = 1, 2, ..., J,
A1,j = Y1,j 1 + X1,j = Z1,j + Y1,j,
A2,j = Y2,j 1 + X2,j + R1,j 1 = Z2,j + Y2,j, (4.3)
where Yi,0 = 0. As shown in the above equations, the queue at the beginning of an
APC slot is made up of exogenous type 1 arrivals and overflows from the previous
slot. Additionally, the queue at IMC consists of exogenous type 2 arrivals, overflows
from the previous slot and APC referrals.
Under the myopic policy, the objective of the scheduler is to assign each patient
request to a slot that maximizes
V(Sn) = E(Revenue(Sn))  E(Cost(Sn)) (4.4)
where Sn is the resulting schedule from a slotting decision and the superscript n
denotes the number of patients in the schedule. The network is rewarded for each
service provided to APC and IMC patients, r1 and r2, respectively. Because APC pa-
tients might generate additional reward from referral service, the expected bundled




Sn1,j · r1 · (r1 + P1,2 · r2) + Sn2,j · r2 · r2
 
. (4.5)
To prevent excessive patient waiting and clinical overtime, we penalize each
occurrence of patient overflow by ci,j, depending on the clinic and slot. When pa-
tients overflow from slot J, providers have to work overtime, and the cost penalty
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is usually higher than the reward, i.e., c1,J > r1 + r2P1,2 and c2,J > r2. Therefore, the
expected cost from Sn is
E(Cost(S)) = Â
j






As can be seen from Equation (4.6), the complexity in evaluating the objective func-
tion resides in the joint overflow probability distribution, P(Y1,j, Y2,j), which is de-
rived in the next subsection.
4.3.1 Derivation of the Joint Overflow Distribution
From Equation (4.3), we know that the joint overflow distribution at slot j,
P(Y1,j, Y2,j), depends on four variables: completed services, Z.,j, exogenous arrivals,
X.,j, the conditional referral and overflows from an earlier slot, R1.,j 1 and Y.,j 1, re-
spectively. The recursive dependency of the overflow variables, together with the
referral variable that intertwines the two clinics, drives the high dimensionality of
this model.
We start with a sketch of how the overflow variable relates to the aforemen-
tioned patient flow variables. Then, we derive the distribution of each of these
variables. Lastly, we combine the results and present the distribution of the joint
overflow variable in Proposition 4.3.3. To simplify the notation, we omit the condi-
tional term, |S, from all the expressions in the following paragraphs. For example,
P(Y.,j|S) is abbreviated as P(Y.,j).
To derive P(Y.,j = y.,j), we first condition on the number of patients waiting at
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the beginning of slot j,




P(Y.,j = y.,j|A.,j = a.,j)P(A.,j = a.,j), (4.7)
where the support set of a.,j, W
j

















and U(i, j) ⌘ Âi2I Âj0<j Si,j0 + Si,j, which is the maximum number of patients wait-
ing at (i, j). By Equation (3.2), we have A.,j = Z.,j + Y.,j and we can express the first
term in Equation (4.7) with Z.,j|A.,j. Moreover, conditioning on A.,j, the completed
service variables across different clinics are independent, so P(Z.,j = z.,j|A.,j =
a.,j) = ’i P(Zi,j = zi,j |Ai,j = ai,j). Proposition 4.3.1 specifies the distribution of
P(Zi,j|Ai,j). The distribution of P(A.,j = a.,j) is derived in Proposition 4.3.2.
Proposition 4.3.1. Under exponential service time, the completed service distribution,
P(Zi,j = z |Ai,j = a), can be expressed as





P(Li,j = 0)a z · P(Li,j   1)z,
for a  ni, and for a > ni,


































where Wzn = {zk   0, zk 2 Z, k = 1, 2, ..., n : z1 + z2 + ... + zn = z}.
Proof. When a  ni, the number of patients waiting at the beginning of slot j is
smaller than the number of providers at clinic i. Therefore, all a patients start
their services immediately, the queue empties and there are (ni   a) providers un-
utilized. By the end of slot j, z patients completes their services, which implies that
(1) the providers of these z patients each has the capability to see at least one pa-
tient, i.e. P(Li,j   1); and (2) the other (a   z) providers who do not finish their






all combinations that z patients among a total of a patients complete their services.
We remind the reader that Li,j is the capacity of each provider. Since providers are
assumed identical and independent, we can omit a specific provider subscript on
Li,j and write the joint probability as a product of the individual Li,j probabilities.
As a result, when there are fewer patients than the providers, P(Zi,j = z|Ai,j = a) is
binomial distribution with parameters (a, P(Li,j   1)).
When a > ni, there are more patients than providers and thus some patients
have to wait at the beginning of slot j. If z = 0, no provider completes his or her
initial service, and Li,j = 0 for all ni providers. The second equation in Proposition
4.3.1 simplifies to
P(Zi,j = 0|Ai,j = a) = P(Li,j = 0)ni .
For z   1, we need to consider two scenarios: whether or not the patient queue
empties by the end of slot j. The first indicator function in the second equation of
Proposition 4.3.1, 1(a   z > ni), represents the case where the queue is non-empty.
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The second indicator function, 1(a   z  ni), represents the empty queue case. In
the first scenario, the pooled capacity of the ni providers equals z. Let zk be the
number of services completed by the kth provider. We define Wzn to be the set of the
number of services each provider completes so that the total number of completed
services is z. That is,
Wzn = {zk   0, zk 2 Z, k = 1, 2, ..., n : z1 + z2 + ... + zn = z}.
Therefore, if a   z > ni, the probability z out of a patients complete their service by
the end of the slot is





P(Li,j = zk). (4.8)
For the scenario where the patient queue empties at the end of slot j, we know
that the uncompleted services are each with a provider. So (a   z) providers are still





enumerates all cases that (a   z) out of ni providers are busy. Then, for a particular
enumeration, we condition on the number of services the (a   z) busy providers
have jointly completed, denoted as zb. Hence, (z   zb) is the number of services
jointly completed by the idle providers. The value zb is between zero and (a   ni).
The upper bound is because each idle provider must have completed his or her first
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service, so (z   zb)   ni   a + z. Therefore, when a   z  ni, we have






















The first term in Equation (4.9) after the summation over zb is the probability that
the (a   z) busy providers complete zb services, which is their pooled capacity. The
second term is the probability that the idle providers complete (z   zb) services,
which is the lower bound on their pooled capacity, because there is no more patients
to be seen. In other words, some of these idle providers may be able to see more
patients if there were patients waiting in the queue. Note that the value of zk for
idle providers is lower bounded by 1, because being idle implies that the provider
has at least completed his or her initial service.
Finally, combining the two scenarios, Equations (4.8) and (4.9), yields the second
equation in Proposition 4.3.1.
Proposition 4.3.2. The distribution of total number of patients waiting at j, P(A.,j = a.,j),
is
P(A.,1 = a.,1) = ’i P(Xi,1 = ai,1)
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for j = 1, and for j > 1,
















P(Z1,j 1 = a1,j 1   a1,j + x1,j, Z2,j 1 = z2,j 1|a.,j 1)·
P(R1,j 1 = a2,j   x2,j   a2,j 1 + z2,j 1|Z2,j 1 = z2,j 1)
⌘◆
.
Proof. When j = 1, A.,1 = X.,1 and due to the independence of exogenous arrivals,
P(X.,1) = ’i P(Xi,j), whose distribution has been shown in Equation (4.1). For j > 1,
A1,j = X1,j +Y1.,j 1 and A2,j = X2,j +Y2,j 1 + R1,j 1. Because of the referral variable,
A1,j and A2,j are interdependent and need to be expressed jointly. We first condition
on the exogenous arrivals and express A.,j in terms of the patient flow variables,




P(Xi,j = xi,j)· (4.10)
P(Y1,j 1 = a1,j   x1,j, Y2,j 1 + R1,j 1 = a2,j   x2,j).
Note that the conditional term on X.,j is dropped from the second term, because of
independence. Now, we condition the second term on A.,j 1 and have






P(Y1,j 1 = a1,j   x1,j, Y2,j 1 + R1,j 1 = a2,j   x2,j|A.,j 1 = a.,j 1). (4.11)
Note that, we now observe the recursive structure that P(A.,j) relies on P(A.,j 1).
In the second term of the above equation, we replace Yi,j 1 by the corresponding
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Zi,j 1 = Ai,j 1   Yi,j 1 and obtain
P(Y1,j 1 = a1,j   x1,j, Y2,j 1 + R1,j 1 = a2,j   x2,j|A.,j 1)





P(Z1,j 1 = a1,j 1   a1,j + x1,j, Z2,j 1 = z2,j 1|a.,j 1)·
P(R1,j 1 = a2,j   x2,j   a2,j 1 + z2,j 1|Z2,j 1 = z2,j 1), (4.12)
where the support set for z.,j 1, W
j 1




















The first term limits the maximum value individual zi,j 1 can take. The second term
ensures that the joint value of completed services is feasible. Substituting the results
in Proposition 4.3.1 and Equation (4.2) into Equation (4.12) completes the deriva-
tion of P(Y1,j 1, Y2,j 1 + R1,j 1|A.,j 1). Then, combining Equations (4.10), (4.11) and
(4.12) yields Proposition 4.3.2 for j > 1.
Lastly, substituting Propositions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 into Equation (4.7) yields the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.3.3. The joint overflow distribution, P(Y.,j = y.,j), is







P(Xi,1 = xi,1)P(Zi,1 = xi,1   yi,1|Ai,1 = xi,1)
⌘
,
for j = 1 and for j > 1, it is
















when a  ni, and










































when a > ni.
4.3.2 Restricted Coordinated Myopic Policy (RC Policy)
Due to the challenge of the high complexity of patient flow dynamics, we adopt
a myopic-based solution approach. The major concern with using a myopic ap-
proach is the shortsightedness that may result in less satisfying solutions due to a
“bad” call-in sequence. In the case of the PCSH, such suboptimal schedules occur
when the early requests are dominated by exogenous IMC requests, which blocks
referral flows from APC and limits the number of APC patients that can be sched-
uled. This contradicts the PCSH goal of guaranteeing APC patients same day refer-
rals. However, in sequential scheduling, it is very challenging to foresee the optimal
number of patients in each clinic prior to scheduling. Therefore, we propose a re-
stricted coordinated policy (RC in short) that mitigates the issue of being myopic.
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To prevent locking into a suboptimal schedule due to unfavorable call-in sequences,
we impose a simple booking limit on the IMC requests.
The idea of the RC policy is to preserve capacity at IMC in anticipation of APC
referrals. The amount of capacity reserved is proportional to the expected number of
referrals and is calculated in the following manner. We first define the capacity of a
clinic i as the product of its service rate, the number of servers and the slots: li · ni · J.
It is independent of its patients’ no-show rate because the scheduler will try to match
clinical capacity with actual demand via overbooking. Given the capacity of APC,
the expected number of referrals is l1 · n1 · J · P1,2, which is the amount of IMC
resources needed by referrals. Because an APC referral arrives at the immediate
subsequent slot after its service, the first slot in IMC will not be used for referral
patients. Also, referrals from slot J are seen during IMC overtime. Therefore, the
capacity left for exogenous IMC patients is max(l2, l2n2 J   l1n1 JP1,2). Converting
the leftover capacity to the number of exogenous IMC patients yields the booking
limit (BL):
BL =
max(l2n2, l2n2 J   l1n1 JP1,2)
r2
. (4.13)
The booking limit is a simple and effective modification of the unrestricted co-
ordinated myopic policy developed in Chapter 3 (the UC policy, for short). It is not
burdened by a heavily parameterized model on the call-in process as required in DP,
but provides an effective measure to balance the utilization of both APC and IMC
in the PCSH. In addition, by restricting the number of patients instead of block-
ing certain slots in IMC, the scheduler can dynamically balance the utilization in
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both clinics during the call-in process. Zeng et al. (2009) propose a similar strategy
in their single-clinic scheduling when dealing with heterogenous no-shows. They
restrict the number of patients with high no-shows to 4 or 8 and show the improve-
ment against the myopic policy without restriction. However, they do not specify
how to find a booking limit on high no-show patients beyond trial and error.
4.4. Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we introduce the scheduling algorithm under the RC policy that
sequentially constructs a network schedule based on patient requests. The algo-
rithm consists of two critical components: the evaluation of candidate schedules,
and selecting the best schedule. Theoretically, we can calculate the expected profit
of any schedule using Equation (4.4). However, the high dimensionality in our
multi-clinic, multi-server model prohibits analytical calculation for the state space
of all possible schedules, even for a moderate-sized network. To overcome this chal-
lenge, we develop a hybrid method that analytically calculates the expected profit of
schedules that are relatively empty, and simulates the profits as schedules become
fuller. Due to simulation randomness, we employ an R&S procedure to select the
best schedule, based on the Kim-Nelson (KN) procedure (Kim and Nelson (2001)).
R&S is a hypothesis testing method for multiple comparisons. Given the predeter-
mined parameters a and d, R&S guarantees with (1  a) percent confidence that the
selected schedule has an expected profit that is within d units of the schedule with
the highest expected profit.
We first define the parameters and variables in Table 4.1 and then explain the
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scheduling algorithm in Algorithm 4.1. The details of the hybrid evaluation method
and the R&S procedure in Steps 3 and 5 of Algorithm 4.1 are presented and ex-




booking limit for clinic i
Sth threshold schedule to switch the evaluation method from analytical to simulation
↵ significance level for R&S
  indifference value for R&S
N
o
number of simulation batches in each sample
N
b




is simulation sample size
 
i,j
an I ⇥ J matrix with value 1 in cell (i, j) and 0 elsewhere.
1
Variables Definition Initial Value
n the number of patients in schedule 0
Sn the current schedule S0 is an I ⇥ J null matrix
 a set of rejected request types  = ;
SetJ a set of candidate slots {0, 1, 2, ..., J}, 0 is rejection
SetC
a set of candidate schedules that correspond ;
to the candidate slots in SetJ
SetA
a set of slots whose schedules’ expected ;
profits are analytically calculated
SetS
a set of slots whose schedules’ expected ;
profits are simulated
bR&S a binary variable to track if R&S is used 1 if R&S is used and 0 otherwise
Ns total number of batches 0
Qk,j the kth observation of slot j
Qj(m)
the sample average of the first m
observations at slot j
D indifference value of the final schedule 0




Algorithm 4.1 Scheduling Algorithm
Step 0. Initialize all parameters and variables in Table 4.1.
Step 1. Wait for the next patient request.
Initialize bR&S , Ns, SetJ , SetA, SetS , SetC .
Step 2. A patient calls and request clinic i.





i,j = BLi, reject the request, include i in  and go to Step 1.
Else, 8j 2 SetJ , set SetC = SetC [ {Sn + i,j}, and go to Step 3.
Step 3. Hybrid Evaluation Method
Use Algorithm 4.2 to calculate the expected profit for each
candidate schedule in SetC .
Step 4. If SetC contains more than one schedule, go to Step 5.
Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 5. Ranking and Selection Procedure
Apply R&S procedure in Algorithm 4.3 over SetC and SetJ .
Set bR&S = 1.
If more than one schedule remains in SetC , go to Step 3.
Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 6. Decision
Set D = D + bR&S ·  , CL = CL · (1  ↵)1 bR&S .
Offer j 2 SetJ to the patient.
If j 6= 0 , set Sn+1 = Sn + i,j and n = n+ 1.
Otherwise, include i in  .
Step 7. Stopping Rule
If  = I, terminate the algorithm. Otherwise, go to Step 1.
1
Referring to Algorithm 4.1, the scheduler starts with an empty schedule. When
a patient calls with clinic request, the scheduler checks if the requested clinic is on
the rejection list Y, or it has reached its booking limit. If so, the request is rejected
and may be considered for another appointment day. Otherwise, the scheduler up-
dates the set of candidate schedules (SetC). Because there is an one-to-one corre-
spondence between the elements of SetC and SetJ , for simplicity, we explain the al-
gorithm in terms of the candidate schedules and SetC. The scheduler then evaluates
the expected profits of candidate schedules, using the hybrid evaluation method de-
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scribed in Subsection 4.4.1. Given the profit data of all candidate schedules in SetC, a
R&S procedure is employed to select the best schedule with high confidence, if there
are multiple candidates in SetC. If more data is needed to select such a schedule, the
algorithm repeats Steps 3 to 5, until a single schedule remains in SetC. The the corre-
sponding slot (j 2 SetJ) is offered to the patient and the schedule is updated. If the
decision is to reject, that is, adding the patient decreases the profit, the request type
is recorded in Y and later requests of the same type will be automatically rejected.
Again, rejected patients may be considered for another appointment day. The vari-
ables CL and D are updated after each patient request. The algorithm terminates
when all requests types are included in Y, otherwise it returns to Step 1 to wait for
the next patient request. When the algorithm terminates, we have constructed the
final schedule for the PCSH, with a confidence level of at least CL and within D
units of expected profit of the true best schedule.
4.4.1 Hybrid Evaluation Method (Step 3)
Algorithm 4.2 provides details for the hybrid evaluation method. The analytical
calculation using Equation (4.4) and Propositions 4.3.3 has two major advantages.
First, the results can be re-used. Second, the schedule with the highest expected
profit is the best. However, the analytical calculation becomes computationally in-
feasible as the schedule fills up with more patients. Simulation, on the other hand,
enables complicated computations in a reasonable amount of time but introduces
uncertainty in its solution. As a result of simulation variance, the scheduler can no
longer select a schedule simply based on its expected profit.
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Algorithm 4.2 Hybrid Evaluation Method













compute V (Sn + 
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), duplicate its value N
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times
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and include j in Set
S
.
Step 3. If Set
A
is non-empty,
let j⇤ = argmax
j2SetA{V (Sn + i,j)} and SetJ = SetS [ {j⇤}.
for every j 6= j⇤, j 2 Set
A











To leverage on the advantages of both methods, we define a threshold schedule,
Sth, that determines when to switch from analytical calculation to simulation, as a
schedule fills up. One can choose such an Sth based on the computational power or
time allowance. In our study, we set Sth to be the schedule where each provider has
one patient. For example, for an I-clinic, J-slot network with ni providers at clinic i,
Sth(i, j) = ni. Based on experimentation, we found that this choice of Sth provided
the best performance for our algorithm. Under our hybrid evaluation method, Step
3 in Algorithm 4.1 is evaluated analytically, when Sn(i, j)  Sth(i, j), 8i, j, and is
approximated using simulation otherwise.
The hybrid evaluation method in Algorithm 4.2 starts by updating the variable
Ns, which tracks the total number of batches that will be sampled after Algorithm
4.2. In Step 2, each candidate schedule in SetC is evaluated, either analytically or
using simulation. For schedules whose profits are analytically calculated, we first
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duplicate its value No times (to prepare for R&S), assign them to the corresponding
variables, and include the corresponding slots in SetA. For the schedules whose
profits are simulated, their corresponding slots are included in SetS. To simulate the
expected profit of a schedule, we sample No · Nb replications, batch the data into
No batches of size Nb, and assign the batch averages to the corresponding variables.
The reason for batching is to comply to the normality assumption required in R&S.
Lastly, we update SetC in Step 3 to prepare for R&S. Only the best analytical schedule
(if SetA is non-empty) is included in SetC, as well as all simulated schedules. We
update SetJ accordingly.
4.4.2 Ranking and Selection Procedure (Step 5)
The R&S procedure is a statistical hypothesis testing method that screens out
inferior decisions given a confidence level and indifference value. We employ the
R&S procedure described in Kim and Nelson (2001). To fit in our scheduling algo-
rithm (Algorithm 4.1), the implementation of R&S differs from that in KS in three
ways. First, because of our hybrid evaluation method, not all data is simulated, and
screening is only applied to a subset of candidate schedules instead of the entire set
as in KN. To be efficient, we separate data generating (Step 3 in Algorithm 4.1) from
R&S (Step 5 in Algorithm 4.1). Second, to optimize parallel computing, when more
data is needed, we sample another N0 observations, while KN resamples one obser-
vation a time. Third, in the context of sequential scheduling, the interpretation of
the confidence level and the indifference value in our final schedule is different from
NS. We apply R&S to each patient request and the probability of correct selection is
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at least (1   a), conditioning on the current state of the schedule. So the probability
of constructing the best final schedule is the probability of all correct slotting deci-
sions for every patient request, which is lower bounded by (1   a)n, where n is the
number decisions made by R&S. The quantity (1   a)n is a lower bound because
(1   a) is the lower bound confidence level for each patient request that employs
R&S. In terms of the indifference value, the maximum deviation our final schedule
from the best is no more than n · d. The reason is that, at each patient request, the
schedule selected by R&S is at most d units lower (in expected profit) than the best
achievable schedule.
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Algorithm 4.3 Ranking and Selection Procedure (modified from KN)
Step 0. Obtain parameters and data from Algorithm 4.1
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where k is the number of slots in Set
J
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Step 1. Variance of the difference between two schedules









































where b.c indicates the integer part of the expression value.























and terminate the R&S procedure.
Otherwise, go to Step 3.
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As shown in Algorithm 4.3, Step 0 initializes the parameters and variables used
by the algorithm. Step 1 produces an estimate of the variance between the prof-
its of two schedules and the upper bound statistics, Nj for j 2 SetJ , to be used in
subsequent steps to select the best schedule. There are two ways that a candidate
schedule is selected (Step 2 and Step 3). One is when the sample size is sufficiently
large to differentiate the best (or near-best) (Step 2). A schedule is considered near-
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best, if its expected profit is within d unit of the true best schedule. The value of
d is set by the decision-maker, and it is the the maximum difference between two
profit values that are considered as equivalent in practice, namely, the indifference
value. In this case, we simply select the schedule with the highest estimated profit.
The second way is to screen out inferior schedules using a confidence interval, de-
noted by the statistic W.,.(·) (Step 3), which is a function of the number of sampled
batches. The indifference value is incorporated in W.,.(·), and the larger the indiffer-
ence value the smaller the W.,.(·), leading to a more aggressive elimination process.
Note that R&S holds for comparisons with analytically calculated data because they
are treated as identical observations with zero variance. By KN, we are guaranteed
with (1   a) percent confidence that the selected schedule for each patient request
has an expected profit within d unit of the best attainable schedule at that stage. We
refer the readers to Kim and Nelson (2001) for the proof and recommendation on
parameter selections (e.g., h2).
4.5. Policy Comparison
In this section, we compare the RC policy with the Silo, Static and UC policies.
Under a Silo policy, each clinic independently schedules patients to maximize its
own objective. As mentioned in Section 4.1, referrals from APC to IMC are handled
as unplanned add-ons in subsequent time slots in IMC’s schedule with no advance
coordination, resulting in more congestion at IMC. Despite the drawbacks of the
Silo policy and the fact that healthcare services are highly interdependent, the Silo
policy is common in practice. This is due to limiting methodology to coordinate
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multi-clinic scheduling and clinics like APC and IMC are often separately managed
services. To implement the Silo policy, we use the myopic approach of Muthuraman
and Lawley (2008) at each clinic. Using a myopic approach for both Silo and coordi-
nated policies allows us to better assess the impact of coordination on the objective
function.
Under the Static policy both clinics still use the Silo policy, but prior to schedul-
ing IMC blocks slots in the latter part of its schedule from exogenous IMC requests.
The main reasons that the latter slots are blocked are: (1) to create a buffer in the
IMC schedule that can benefit all APC referrals throughout the day and (2) to avoid
clinical overtime. The number of slots blocked equals the estimated number of refer-
rals to arrive during the day from APC, which is J · n1 · P1,2, rounded to the nearest
integer. Different from RC which dynamically allocates patient assignments based
on the current schedule, the location and the number of slots to be blocked are pre-
determined under a Static policy, even though referral patients arrive throughout
the day. Due to its simplicity to implement, the Static policy of leaving predeter-
mined "gaps in the schedule" to accommodate unplanned add-ons is also common
in practice, even for separately managed services.
The UC policy does not restrict patients of a certain type. Without a booking
limit, the schedules under UC can vary significantly based on different call-in se-
quences. Consequently, the scheduler risks making a local best decision which leads
to a suboptimal final schedule.
Using numerical experiments, we compare RC with each of the alternative poli-
cies. We evaluate their performances based on the average, standard deviation and
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coefficient of variance (CV) of the network profit. The variance of profit consists
of the variation in the solution schedules across different call-in sequences, and the
variation in a schedule’s realized profit due to the uncertainties of patient no-shows,
service times and referral flows. A favorable policy should exhibit both high profit
and low variation,i.e., low CV.
We start with a base case of the PCSH where the parameter values are derived
from the real system. There are two clinics, APC and IMC (I = 2) and 8 appointment
slots each day (J = 8). APC has two residence providers that work in parallel and
IMC has one provider (i.e., n1 = 2, n2 = 1). Their service times are exponentially
distributed with identical service rate, which is normalized to 1. The attendance
rates at both clinics are 80% (r1 = r2 = 80%) and 25% of APC patients are referred
to IMC (P1,2 = 25%). The reward for service is set to a nominal value of 100 for
both clinic (r1 = r2 = 100) and all costs are defined relative to these nominal values.
Because of referrals, an APC patient brings an expected bundled reward of r1 +
r2P1,2. To ensure patient satisfaction, the management of the PCSH would like their
patients to wait no more than two slots. Therefore, we set the coefficient of overflow
cost to be 0.5 of the service reward, i.e. ci,j = 0.5ri, j < J. Patients that overflow
from slot J incur clinical overtime, which is more expensive than the reward. We
set the penalty for overtime as c1,J = 1.5(r1 + r2P1,2) and c2,J = 1.5r2. For the call-in
process, we assume equal probability that a call requests APC (type 1 request) or
IMC (type 2 request).
In addition to the base case, we examine the impact of differing referral rates,
show-up rates and the call-in probabilities, on the solution of each policy. According
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to the management of the PCSH, their current referral rate is 25% and they do not
expect it to go above 55%. So we consider 25%, 35%, 45% and 55% for P1,2. In
terms of patient no-show, historical data reveals that it is between 10% to 25%. So
we include show-up rates (90%, 90%), (80%, 80%) and (70%, 70%) in the study and
consider their heterogenous combinations, i.e. (90%, 80%), (90%, 70%), (80%, 90%),
(80%, 70%), (70%, 90%) and (70%, 80%). Lastly, we vary the probability of a type 1
request from 50%, to 25% and 75%.
For the simulation algorithm, we use 2000 randomly generated call-in sequences.
The significant level and the indifference value are chosen at a = 0.01 and d = 2
for R&S. The value of each schedule is simulated over 5,000 replications and we
batch the data (500 per batch) to comply to the normality assumption in R&S, which
passed the Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test with significance level 0.05. For each re-
sampling, another 10 batches of data is generated. The choice of 10 batches per
sampling is to optimize the computation time for R&S. Based on the choices of a, d,
and batch and sample sizes, all the simulation results in the following subsections
are within 5% of the true best at a confidence level of at least 95%.
4.5.1 Silo
Under the Silo policy, the clinic only focuses on its own patient flows and over-
looks the impact of referral patients. As a result, the overall network tends to be very
congested. We evaluate the joint schedule of APC and IMC on the network objec-
tive function (Equation 4.4) to calculate the expected profit on the appointment day.
Using the simulation procedure in Section 4.4, we obtain estimates of the average
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profit, eV, the standard deviation of the profit, s̃, and the coefficient of variation, gCV.
These statistics versus referrals, show-up rates and call-in probabilities are shown
in Figure 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively.
Consider the impact of referral rates on the RC results first. A higher referral rate
indicates that APC receives more complicated patients that demand more resources
in IMC. Therefore, fewer IMC and APC requests can be accommodated and the
average profit decreases (Figure 4.2 (A)). Moreover, a higher referral rate increases
the opportunity cost of each unfulfilled APC appointment (i.e. r1 + r2P1,2) due to no-
show, and thus increases the uncertainty in the system (Figure 4.2 (B)). CV increases
as the result of decreasing profit and increasing variance (Figure 4.2 (C)).
As for Silo, we observe a similar trend as in RC, with RC dominating the per-
formance of Silo. The performance gap between these two policies enlarges from
an improvement of 38.5% to 360% in average profit, and a reduction from 68.5%
to 73% in profit uncertainty, as referral rate increases. These results shed light on
the importance of coordinated scheduling. As our healthcare system becomes more
patient-centric, different healthcare services become more interdependent as they
endeavor to collaboratively deliver care in an integrated episode. As revealed in
Figure 4.2, the operational inefficiency is too costly for practitioners to continue with
a Silo policy.
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Figure 4.2: RC v.s. Silo: Referral Rate
In terms of patient no-shows, as the no-show rate increases (r1 or r2 decreases),
the profit under RC decreases (Figure 4.3 (A)) while its standard deviation and CV
increase (Figure 4.3 (B) and (C), respectively). These results reflect the detrimental
impact of patient no-shows. A higher no-show rate introduces more uncertainty
into the PCSH and thus increases the system variation and decreases the profit.
Moreover, the show-up rate at APC (r1) has more impact on the profit than that
of IMC (r2). For example, an increase of r1 from 70% to 90% increases the profit
by 6%, when r2 = 70%. While, the profit only increases by 2% when r2 increases
from 70% to 90%, at r1 = 70%. In addition, the average profit at show-up rates
(90%, 70%) is higher than that at (70%, 90%) and (80%, 90%). This result indicates
that patient no-shows at clinics with more complex patients (i.e., APC) are more
operational costly and hence should be managed more carefully.
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Figure 4.3: RC v.s. Silo: Show-up Rates
Similar to RC, the average profit under Silo also decreases as r1 decreases, for
r2 fixed. However, in contrast to RC, the average profit under Silo increases with
decreasing r2, when r1 is fixed. The reason is that under Silo, both APC and IMC are
scheduled to full capacity, which results in an overly congested network, especially
at IMC. Hence a huge operational cost is incurred on the appointment day. But
with a higher no-show rate at IMC, the congestion of the network is moderately
alleviated if fewer patients show up. As shown in Figure 4.3 (A), the improvement
from Silo to RC ranges from 14% to 35% at r2 = 70%, but the range increases to 30%
to 70% at r2 = 90%. In term of the profit variation, by changing from Silo to RC, the
reduction in system risks is quite substantial, ranging from 65% to 83%.
Lastly, we examine how the probability of type 1 requests affect the solution. A
higher rate of type 1 requests has no effect on Silo, but slightly increases the profit
under RC. For the Silo policy, its schedule is independent of the call-in sequences so
there is a single solution, represented by a flat dashed line in Figure 4.4. As for RC,
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because of the booking limit, the dependency of RC on different call-in sequences is
mitigated. Even still, when the rate of type 1 request is higher, the scheduler is more
likely to receive APC requests early to better balance the utilization of the PCSH and
to achieve a higher system profit. Overall, RC is robust and outperforms Silo with
significantly higher system profit and lower variation.
Figure 4.4: RC v.s. Silo: Call-in Sequence
In summary, the comparison of RC with Silo in the PCSH addresses the first set
of research questions posed in the introduction of this chapter. Silo does not appear
to be a sustainable policy across a wide range of parameter values that might be
expected in practice. Additionally, we have demonstrated that the opportunity cost
of Silo versus RC can be substantial in terms of average performance and risk, as
measured by the standard deviation of performance.
4.5.2 Static
Recall that, under Static, APC and IMC schedule patients independently using
the Silo policy. In anticipation of the increasing workload due to referral patients
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on the appointment day, IMC blocks slots in the latter part of its schedule for APC
referrals and only schedules its patients in the early slots. Such an approach is a
single-sided attempt by IMC to accommodate referrals and minimal collaboration
with APC is needed. However, as referral patients can arrive at IMC throughout the
day, packing IMC patients in the early slots may cause an unbalanced utilization of
IMC resources at different times of the day. As shown in Figure 4.5 to 4.7, the Static
policy is less efficient in balancing the workload of the PCSH, compared to RC.
Figure 4.5: RC v.s. Static: Referral Rate
As the referral rate increases, the performance of Static first improves (a slight
increase in profit and a slight decrease in standard deviation and CV), then degrades
(above 35% referral rate). The degrade in performance is driven by two factors: (1)
Silo overpopulates APC and (2) as the referral rate increases, IMC runs out of the
slots to be blocked for APC referrals. In comparison, the advantages of RC are 16%,
24% and 35% over Static, in terms of the average, standard deviation and CV of the
profit at 55% referral rate, respectively.
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Figure 4.6: RC v.s. Static: Show-up Rates
In terms of patient no-shows, we expect a similar pattern as in Silo, because
Static is a Silo policy applied to fewer appointment slots at IMC. Although, IMC
limits the number of the exogenous IMC patients in its schedule, the overly con-
gested APC still leads to a crowded IMC on the appointment day and thus, burdens
the PCSH with high cost penalties and system risks. Lastly, as shown in Figure 4.7,
the Static policy is independent of the call-in process, and is significantly outper-
formed by RC.
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Figure 4.7: RC v.s. Static: Call-in Sequence
To sum up, in this subsection, we answer the second research question on the ef-
fectiveness of the Static policy. Static improves upon Silo. However, its effectiveness
in coordinating patient scheduling is rather limited compared to RC, which outper-
forms Static over all parameter values tested in this study. Moreover, the advantage
of RC over Static is increasingly large as referral probability increases from medium
to high (Figure 4.5 (A) to (C)), or as r1 decreases (Figure 4.6 (A) to (C)). By adopt-
ing RC rather than Static, we expect improvements in the operational efficiency and
more robust performance for the PCSH, especially when the referral rate is high and
the attendance rate at APC is low.
4.5.3 UC
By comparing RC and UC, we show that a simple booking limit on the IMC
requests can increase the performance and the robustness of a coordinated myopic
policy. Looking across Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10, we observe that the results under
UC exhibit similar trends as in RC, with RC dominating UC across all parameter
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values and on all three performance metrics.
Firstly, a higher referral rate decreases the average profit but increases the vari-
ation and CV of the profit for both RC and UC. However, the performance of UC
degrades much faster than RC. The reason is that UC, without limiting the number
of IMC requests, is more likely to construct a suboptimal schedule, especially when
the referral rate is high and the early requests are dominated by type 2. On the
contrary, RC avoids overpopulating IMC under such sequences and its results are
hence more robust.
Figure 4.8: RC v.s. UC: Referral Rate
In terms of no-shows, the advantage of RC over UC is more obvious at higher
attendance rates (Figure 4.9). For example, the reduction in the profit standard devi-
ation, when switching from UC to RC, is over 25% at (90%,90%) show-up rates, but
is only 5% at (70%,70%). An insight from this result is that to gain more relative ben-











































Figure 4.9: RC v.s. UC: Show-up Rates
Lastly, the results in Figure 4.10 confirms the necessity to implement the booking
limit. Across all type 1 rates, RC has a much robust solution than UC, in the average,
standard deviation and CV of the profit. For example, at 25% type 1 rate, RC leads
to a reduction in system variation over 20%, compared to UC.
Figure 4.10: RC v.s. UC: Call-in Sequence
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4.6. Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we formulate a multi-server, multi-clinic PCSH model to coordi-
nate different outpatient services, where multiple providers work in parallel in each
service. Our goal is to reduce the operational inefficiencies and system risks in the
PCSH. We develop a joint-scheduling method and propose a coordinated schedul-
ing policy with booking limit to sequentially allocate patient appointment requests.
In a coordinated PCSH that guarantees same day referrals, our approach yields high
quality, robust solutions.
By comparing our fully coordinated policy against other policies being consid-
ered by the PCSH, we answer the questions posed in Section 4.1. First, the PCSH
with same-day referrals is not sustainable under a Silo policy, where the system
would become highly congested and inefficient. Second, although the Static policy
improves the Silo policy, it cannot coordinate APC and IMC as effectively and effi-
ciently as the fully coordinated RC policy. Third, the RC policy results in high profit,
low risk, robust solutions that outperform Silo, Static and UC across a wide range
of parameter values examined in this study.
As our healthcare system transforms to value-based, patient-centric care, the
interdependencies among different services to collaboratively deliver an episode of
care increase. Therefore, the potential impact of our coordinated scheduling method
can be great. Moreover, our scheduling algorithm and simulation procedures pro-
vide a framework that can be extended to other collaborative networks with differ-
ent modeling assumptions, such as the service time distribution and the arrival time
of referrals.
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In future research, we can relax the service time distribution from exponential
to lognormal, which is believed by many researchers to be more realistic for cer-
tain healthcare services (e.g., Cayirli et al. (2006), Zacharias and Pinedo (2014)), and
other distributions. The scheduling algorithm is independent of the service distri-
bution, however, without the memerylessness of the exponential distribution, we
lose analytical tractability. As a result, we would have to resort to an all-simulation
approach, without the hybrid evaluation method to expedite the scheduling algo-
rithm. Similarly, the assumption that referral patients arrive at the immediate sub-
sequent slot at IMC, provides analytical tractability to our model. In future studies,
we could use simulation to evaluate the impact of deferring referral services at later






Evaluating the effectiveness of government subsidy on
the adoption of energy efficient durable products
A.1. Contrast Between Two Proportions Based on Individually Paired
Data
Using the notation of Newcombe(1998), let n represent the total number of pa-
tients in the study, e be the number of ASA 1 and 2 patients not sent to APC, f be
the number of ASA 3 and 4 patients not sent to APC, g be the number of ASA 1
and 2 patients sent to APC, and h be the number ASA 3 and 4 patients sent to APC.
We wish to calculate a confidence interval for a quantity q which is the difference
between the proportion of ASA 3 and 4 patients not sent to APC and the proportion
of ASA 1 and 2 patients sent to APC. Using the large sample approximation, an ap-
proximate 95% confidence interval for q is f gn ± z0.975
q
(e+h)( f+g)+4 f g
n3 where z0.975
is the 0.975 fractile of the standard Normal distribution.
A.2. Randomized Test Likelihood Calculations




. Segmenting the data set into APC and Non-APC patients, the number
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